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PREAMBLE: THE CONTEXT

The creation of the Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation is important to students and to
the country. The twentieth century is ending on a strong upward trend in the growth of
knowledge and in its application to all facets of human experience. As the new century begins, the
Foundation can help a significant number of students participate in and benefit from this trend.
Through their contributions, it can also help Canadians collectively to meet the challenges arising
from expanding global developments in activities that rely on higher learning and advanced
knowledge.

The acquisition and development of knowledge continue to be based largely on individual
initiative, on the strong influence of family traditions and values, on the sharing of understanding
with peer groups and on the learning experiences of the workplace. In addition, the burgeoning of
knowledge, with its greater complexities, has increased the need for more formal opportunities for
advanced study through post-secondary institutions. For individuals to reach for their potential --
whether through the arts, humanities, sciences, technical training or professional qualifications --
the opportunity to access these institutions has become increasingly important. Greater individual
access to these educational opportunities affects the economic, social, cultural and political life of
the country.

Broad indicators of performance suggest Canada is ending the twentieth century with some strong
advantages in regard to post-secondary education. For example:
• financial resources devoted to this sector are comparatively high. Canada ranks first among

the 29 OECD countries in the proportion of Gross Domestic Product accounted for by  public
and private expenditures on post-secondary education;

• participation rates in post-secondary education are comparatively high. For the 18-24 age
group, Canada ranks highest among OECD countries.

But not all indicators are unequivocally encouraging:
• the OECD Economic Survey (1998) notes that “Canada has one of the most highly educated

populations among developed countries, with 17 per cent of the adult population aged 25 to
64 having a university level education in 1995. This compares favourably with the OECD
average of 13 per cent but pales beside the U.S. rate of 25 per cent. In part, though, this latter
deficiency is made up by the higher proportion of adults with a non-university, post-secondary
education in Canada (30 per cent) compared with the United States (8 per cent).”

However performance is measured, Canadian post-secondary sector is facing some serious issues:
• the endeavour to support wide student access at a time of tightening financial constraints on

governments has raised concerns about the extent to which the quality of education is being
hurt;
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• shifts in sources of funding are requiring significant adjustments. Provincial and federal
governments' share of support to the post-secondary sector has decreased from a combined
share of 79% in 1992-93 to 73% in 1996-97. The share that students pay through tuition fees
has increased on average over the same period from 11% to 15%. The share of the other
component -- primarily donations, investment income and profits on ancillary enterprises --
rose from 10% to 12%. Relatively greater private funding has also occurred through the rapid
growth of Private Career Colleges;

• research activity in Canada has been growing strongly but faces greater competition from
other countries, particularly the United States;

• costs of post-secondary education and levels of student debt have been rising. The provincial
average of undergraduate Arts and Science tuition fees has increased between 1982 and 1997
by 174% in current dollars and 82% in constant dollars. Other costs of post-secondary
education to a student -- usually higher than tuition costs -- have also been rising. The
resulting increase in student debt has led to much concern about the adequacy of existing
student assistance programs. For those students who borrowed through federal and provincial
programs, the average debt has been rising -- by some estimates from less than $13,000 in
1991 to $25,000 by 1999.

The Canada Millennium Scholarships (CMS) are a response to these concerns about the adequacy
of assistance to students with the required ability and motivation to access post-secondary
education but who are facing difficult financial hurdles. Criticisms of the initiative have arisen, in
part, because some believe the adequacy of core public funding per student should be addressed
as a higher priority. Criticisms have arisen also because post-secondary education is a provincial
matter in Canada and there is a perceived danger the CMS will tread on this constitutional
prerogative. 

Important as it is to consider and be sensitive to these criticisms, this report takes as given the
federal legislation establishing the Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation and the allocation
of $2.5 billion for its operations. The report is based on informal consultations across Canada on
how best to establish programs for student assistance within the framework that has been
legislated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I.1  Terms of Reference

This Report is being submitted in response to a request by Mr. Jean C. Monty, Chair of the
Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation, "to undertake informal consultations across Canada
with stakeholders from the post-secondary education community and relevant provincial
authorities to gather ideas and suggestions on policy issues and options that will be of use to the
Chair and Board of Directors of the Foundation in framing the program design and delivery of the
Canada Millennium Scholarships (CMS)". The project was begun in July 1998.

The consultations were to be informal and to relate to the Foundation’s program; they were
distinct from consultations for identifying Members and Directors of the Foundation. The
consultations were also to be distinct from negotiations which the Foundation will undertake with
provincial authorities in implementing its program. Thus, the report was expected to emphasize
issues and options arising from the general purposes of the program rather than from details of the
system that will need to be developed.

I.2  Process of Consultation

In early August 1998, letters were sent to the executive heads of universities, colleges and
community colleges in Canada. The letters solicited views on the program and asked that this
invitation be extended within institutions to student and faculty leaders and to staff familiar with
policies affecting student assistance. Letters were also sent to the heads of major Canadian post-
secondary federations and associations which represent students, faculty, staff and institutions.

The letters invited comments on key questions within the context of the legislation that
established the CMS and the Foundation. Five questions were listed as arising from the legislated
requirement that scholarships be granted on the basis of need and merit, though respondents were
asked to suggest and comment on others. The five questions were:

1. How should need be determined? Should reliance be placed on current provincially
administered needs assessment criteria? Are modifications required in the case of the CMS?

2. What are your views on how the merit provision should be applied in the terms of the CMS
and what mechanisms could be used to incorporate it?

3. Since the Foundation may grant up to five percent of the annual funds to persons who
demonstrate exceptional merit, how would you propose the Foundation assess candidates for
exceptional merit?

4. Should special consideration be given to other criteria for awarding any portion of the
scholarships to certain sectors, or categories of students?

5. How is portability of the CMS between provinces best accomplished?
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In early August 1998, letters were also mailed to all Deputy Ministers associated with the Council
of Ministers of Education, Canada (CMEC). A request was made for an opportunity to talk to
them, or to someone else they would suggest in their Ministries, about ideas and suggestions on
policy issues and options related to the CMS.

Finally, along with these mailings (and to the extent possible under the time constraints),
discussions in person, by telephone or by correspondence took place with individuals or
organizations interested in commenting on the CMS.

Mr. Brian G. Milton, Interim Executive Director of the Foundation, undertook to organize
consultations with five major national business groups, as well as with four business groups in
Quebec.

The responses to the letters were impressive with respect to both the large number who replied
and to the careful thought given to the replies. The responses spanned the full range of interested
groups, including students, staff, administrators and associations, as well as leaders beyond the
post-secondary sector in public and private institutions. Responses came from all provinces and
territories, including Quebec; though, in its case, there were proportionately fewer responses
because reference was made to a common position expressed through a coalition for education.
This latter response is well expressed in the following portion of a letter from the Chair of the
Conférence des recteurs et des principaux des universités du Québec (CREPUQ):

"Vous soulignez à juste titre dans votre lettre le caractère délicat que revêt cette question au
Québec, et vous faites également référence à la résolution qui a été adoptée à l'unanimité par
l'Assemblée nationale, le 14 mai 1998. Comme vous savez la CREPUQ fait partie de la Coalition
pour l'éducation qui, dans sa dernière prise de position publique du 22 mai dernièr, reconnaissait
que cette résolution constitue une base prometteuse pour dénouer l'impasse dans laquelle en
étaient alors les négociations, tout en répondant aux objectifs des deux parties.
Pour reprendre le texte de cette position, les principes qui sont mis de l'avant dans cette motion
'sont : a) garantir que le Québec recevra sa juste part ; b) reconnaître au Québec la responsabilité
de sélectionner les récipiendaires ; c) pratiquer un mode de distribution qui évite tout
dédoublement et assure au gouvernement fédéral la visibilité nécessaire.'"

This Report attempts to distil, from all of these consultations, the principal issues and options in
implementing the Foundation's programs.
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II.  KEY GUIDING PRINCIPLES

A few guiding principles that are distinctively relevant to the mandate of the Foundation have
been important and helpful in drawing the materials together and sifting through the options. The
following are the three which have been especially helpful and which the Foundation might wish
to consider for guiding decisions.

First, the Foundation's work should be directed to assisting students -- who are in financial
need and demonstrate merit -- to access post-secondary education with less debt and to access
it with wider choice in the location of their studies.

As one works through the tangle of issues and the intriguing possibilities for their resolution, a
constant reminder should be that the paramount purpose of the CMS is to help students who are
in financial need and demonstrate merit. The legislation which established the CMS and
Foundation states: "The objects and purposes of the Foundation are to grant scholarships to
students who are in financial need and who demonstrate merit, in order to improve access to post-
secondary education so that Canadians can acquire the knowledge and skills needed to participate
in a changing economy and society." (Budget Implementation Act, 1998, Part 1 {BIA'981}) The
legislation was introduced at a time of mounting concerns about student debt and of growing
appreciation of the importance -- both to the individual and to society -- of developing more
advanced knowledge and skills.

Support was also to be provided for student choice of location of studies. As the Act states:
"... the Foundation shall take into account, among other things, whether the person receiving the
scholarship will be incurring higher costs because the person will be: (a) attending an eligible
institution outside the person's ordinary region or province of residence; or (b) pursuing studies
for a limited period outside Canada while enrolled in a program of studies at an eligible
institution."

Second, the Foundation should endeavour to complement, not duplicate, provincial programs
of student assistance and to avoid complex and costly administrative processes.

The legislation states: "The Foundation shall grant scholarships in a manner that complements
existing provincial student financial assistance programs and that avoids duplication with the
processes of those programs, to the extent that it is possible to do so."  Strong efforts should be
made to fit the awards appropriately into the spectrum of types of financial assistance currently
available to students and to do so in a way that minimizes administrative costs and facilitates
student access to the programs of assistance. The letter from the Canadian Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators (CASFAA) re-enforced this latter point: "It is CASFAA's experience
that the more components that are attached to financial aid and/or scholarships the more
complicated and disjointed the process becomes with the result being, on the whole, that students
will not understand or fully appreciate the purpose of the program. For this reason we are strong
proponents that one of the strengths of the CMS will be its simplicity which will help to increase
accessibility to post-secondary education for all academically qualified Canadian residents."
Third, the Foundation should design its programs in a fair and equitable manner, including
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by region and by type of post-secondary institution.

The legislation is clear and succinct on this principle: "The Foundation shall grant scholarships in a
fair and equitable manner." (BIA'981) There are various possible dimensions to "fair and
equitable", but the phrase is interpreted here to require clear statements of the appropriate criteria
to be used in making the awards and their application in a consistent even handed manner to all
persons who might qualify under the criteria. The Foundation will need to be sensitive to concerns
about the "fair" distribution of awards by geographical area, by type of post-secondary studies and
by other characteristics of recipients.

Other principles could be suggested, such as the maintenance of sufficient flexibility in the design
of the Foundation's programs, in order that new ideas and lessons based on experience can be
incorporated subsequently. However, the three principles stated here emerged from the
consultations and legislation as especially important.

III.  GENERAL AND EXCEPTIONAL MERIT AWARDS

The legislation defines the two types of scholarships the Foundation may award.

One type, which will be referred to as a General Award (CMS - GA), is described in Sec. 27 (1)
of the Budget Implementation Act, 1998, as follows: "From and out of its funds, the Foundation
may, subject to subsection (2) [which follows below] grant scholarships only to persons who
a) are Canadian citizens or permanent residents within the meaning of the Immigration Act
b) are enrolled at an eligible institution as a full-time student or part-time student;
c) are pursuing studies that lead to a degree, certificate or diploma from the institution, other

than a degree, certificate or diploma for a program of studies beyond the undergraduate
university level; and

d) are in financial need and demonstrate merit."

The other type of award, which will be referred to as an Exceptional Merit Award (CMS - EMA),
is described in Sec. 27 (2), as follows: "The Foundation may, in any year, grant up to five percent
of the funds it expects to grant as scholarships in the year to persons who meet the requirements
mentioned in paragraphs (1)(a) to (c) [see above] and who demonstrate exceptional merit even if
those persons are not in financial need."

The legislation uses the term "scholarships" for both the CMS - GA and the CMS - EMA; but
since the term usually refers to recognition of merit only, the term "awards" is used in this report.
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According to the wording of the legislation just quoted, the Foundation could decide to grant
anywhere from 0% to 5% of the funds to exceptional merit awards. Some responses in my
consultations did suggest that, in view of the great importance of financial need, no exceptional
merit awards be granted and that the funds be concentrated entirely on general awards. However,
most responses were favourable to keeping 5% of the awards for exceptional merit. Some
respondents urged that the term "merit" be defined broadly -- that it extend beyond academic
merit to include qualities of community service and leadership. This view will be considered in a
later section.

Suggested Direction: It is suggested that there be two types of awards. At least 95% of the
total value of the awards would be granted as General Awards (GA) and the balance of 5%
as Exceptional Merit Awards ( EMA).

IV. CRITERIA FOR GENERAL AWARDS

IV.1  Financial Need as the Predominant Criterion

Responses in the consultations produced a clear message. Financial need should be the
predominant criterion in the allocation of at least 95% of the awards.

The students were clear on this matter. The Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA)
stated: "CASA wholeheartedly agrees that the CMS be needs based." The Canadian Federation of
Students (CFS) went further in arguing that: "The Federation opposes the implementation of the
Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation unless it becomes a publicly administered system of
grants, disbursed solely on the basis of need." In a similar vein, the letter from the Fédération
étudiante universitaire du Québec (FEUQ) stated: "Pour la FEUQ, les conditions d'attribution ne
doivent reposer que sur la base du besoin."

Financial assistance administrators in universities and colleges were of similar opinion. The
Canadian Association of Financial Aid Administrators (CASFAA) stated:"... we recommend the
focus of the Canadian Millennium Scholarships be to address financial need."

Associations of presidents of post-secondary institutions were also clear on the matter. The
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC) stated:"AUCC has consistently taken
the position that the Canada Millennium Scholarships should be overwhelmingly based on need.
"The submission from the Association of Canadian Community Colleges (ACCC) stated: "Student
financial assistance is the lifeblood of access for students attending college."

The responses from the various major stakeholder groups reflected a deep concern that many
students are finding the financial barriers to post-secondary education prohibitively high. The most
serious reservation about further steps to improve access arose not from the merits of such steps
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by themselves but from the need to strengthen the core funding of institutions, if even greater
pressures are to be put upon them to provide high quality education.

Suggested Direction: The predominant criterion for the General Awards should be
evidence of financial need.

IV.2  Use of Provincially Administered Needs Assessment Criteria

Most provinces and the Yukon Territory administer the federal criteria for Canada Student Loans
(CSL); Quebec and the Northwest Territories, which do not participate in the CSL Program,
receive an alternative payment based on a formula agreed to with the federal government. Much
progress has been made in harmonizing the CSL criteria with criteria used by provincial student
loan agencies. This process of harmonization has included the criteria used by Quebec and the
Northwest Territories. Its purpose is to simplify the process for students of taking out and
repaying loans and includes the use of a single needs assessment process for both provincial and
federal loans. There appears to be an important momentum to carry forward the gains that are
being made in harmonization.

Widespread support was expressed in the consultations for the Foundation to use the present
system of needs assessment -- despite its imperfections -- rather than to construct another system.
The Advanced Education Council of British Columbia wrote: "In British Columbia -- as in any
other province -- provincial needs assessment criteria are based on federal criteria. Those criteria
are generally appropriate and sufficient. There is no need to create a separate set of needs
assessment criteria."

Use of the present criteria was widely supported, but there were also concerns that further
reforms are necessary, reforms which some respondents felt the Foundation should encourage.
Further harmonization was emphasized, for example, in the response from the Ontario
Community College Student Parliamentary Association (OCCSPA): "Our research to date has
shown us that the harmonization of the federal and provincial loans across Canada has not been
uniform. Different provinces have different in-school-earnings levels, different remission programs
and different time frames for interest relief after graduation. Some provinces have decentralized
the administration of the program while others have centralized it."

In discussions with the Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA), it became obvious
that further reform of the criteria was highly important and that CASA has been working on a
proposed template. At the same time, however, it was recognized the Foundation must move
ahead on the basis of the present system of needs assessment.

During the consultations, among the most frequently voiced concerns about criteria were rules
regarding parental contributions and limitations on additional income while receiving student
assistance. The first refers to rules in assessments about contributions parents are expected to
make, whether or not they actually do. The second refers to limits on other forms of income
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($600 is a much used limit) above which a student’s financial assistance is reduced, often by 80%.
It should be noted that there has been an ongoing review of the needs assessment approach. A
recent HRDC Report (April, 1998) entitled "Ensuring Opportunities: Access to Post-Secondary
Education" states: "A comprehensive federal-provincial Need Assessment Review was initiated in
early 1997: (1) to verify whether the need assessment methodology results in a fair, equitable
assessment of students' needs; and (2) to examine how the provinces are administering the
process. Upon completion of the Review, the Government of Canada will begin discussions with
the participating provinces and stakeholders towards identifying and implementing those
recommendations upon which there is a consensus. Changes in the Need Assessment process are
expected to be implemented no later than August 1999." (p. 16)

A special point which arose in a number of responses is to permit students to establish  financial
need on the basis of current needs assessment criteria but without having to take out a Canada
Student Loan or a provincial loan. The Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA) states:
"Therefore, CASA recommends that, while CSLP and provincial student loan recipients should be
considered for CMS awards, eligibility for the CMS based on need should also be left open to
include those students who have incurred debt through other measures."

The response from the Association of Canadian Community Colleges (ACCC) made a similar
point: "We have suggested that the Canada Millennium Scholarships establish a need assessment
process governing those instances where a student has demonstrated need but is not a Canada
Student Loan recipient."

The basic argument is that all candidates would have to meet the common need assessment
criteria but that taking out a Canada Student Loan or provincial loan would not be required. But
experienced financial aid administrators also urge caution in moving in this direction in order not
to trigger high administrative costs and significant changes in parental responsibilities.

Whatever changes are introduced, the Canadian Association of Financial Aid Administrators
(CASFAA) emphasized a basic principle: "Coordinating CMS adjudication with the existing
provincial processes is an extremely important delivery principle."

Suggested Direction: For assessing financial need, principal reliance should be placed on
existing provincially-administered need assessment criteria, despite concerns about current
imperfections in them. A process of review and harmonization of the criteria is under way
and the Foundation will clearly have an interest in its progress. With caution, the
Foundation should also consider a route through which financial need can be established,
using current need assessment processes but without requiring evidence of a Canada
Student Loan or provincial loan.
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IV.3  Special Categories

One of the questions posed in the letter used for consultations was whether special consideration
should be given to other criteria for awarding any portion of the scholarships to certain sectors or
categories of students. Two categories were most frequently addressed in the responses:
a) special financial needs of disadvantaged groups; and
b) special support for certain areas of study judged to be especially important for economic

development.

a) Special categories of disadvantaged groups
 
In general, the consultations did not produce a high degree of support for identifying and
providing additional CMS assistance to particular categories of students judged to have special
disadvantages not reflected in the current need assessment criteria. This response did not mean  an
absence of concerns about the adequacy of support to these groups. Indeed, there was frequent
mention of the need for improved support for the learning disabled, mature students, aboriginal
students and single parents with dependants. But it was noted in some responses that separate
programs of support for these groups have been developing and should be the route through
which further support is provided. For example, the Canada Study Grants, announced in early
1998 at the same time as the Millennium Scholarships and valued at $3,000, are "to provide
support to students in financial need who have children or other dependants, and whose needs are
not fully met by scholarships and student loans".

The letter from York University captured well the "best not, but if you do" response. It stated that
York University opposes setting aside funds in the CMS for special categories of students, but, in
the event that approach is adopted, it would recommend three categories of students: learning
disabled; artistic merit; and cases of hardship such as a result of family breakdown and
racial/ethnic discrimination.

The  letter from CASFAA (the Canadian Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators)
noted that general improvements in needs based awards would particularly help some groups who
have been disadvantaged: "There are categories of students who cannot present the traditional
credentials normally associated with merit. One such group is the mature students who have not
demonstrated academic merit upon entrance into a post-secondary program of studies. If need is
the primary focus in determining eligibility for the CMS awards, these students, who often have
high levels of financial need, would then be eligible."

b) Special fields of study

Considerable interest was expressed, particularly in the business community, in recognizing
certain fields of study in the Foundation's awards. Supportive arguments included the contribution
to international competitiveness and economic growth of a labour force more highly educated and
trained in certain areas, such as in applied scientific and technical areas. It was noted that an
earlier example of this approach was the Canada Scholarships Program (CSP) from 1988 to 1996.
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The CSP was designed to encourage the study of natural sciences, engineering and technology
and to address concerns about the under-representation of females in the study of sciences. In
practice, the scholarships have been distributed almost equally between males and females.

Many words of caution were also expressed. Past failures in predicting societal needs for
employment were noted. So, too, were the dangers of underestimating the contributions to
society of individuals highly educated in areas that may not currently be viewed favourably from
an employment standpoint. It was also pointed out that there are strong equilibrating forces at
work which produces a responsiveness in the labour force to shifts in relative demand. As in the
case of disadvantaged groups, perhaps the strongest argument against using awards for special
fields of study is that funds are limited: the Foundation should stick to the basic criteria in the
legislation and not be drawn into wider social and economic policy issues. Other programs should
be developed to address the special issues.

In response to the issues raised by these two special categories of need, the Foundation might
wish to establish two ear-marked funds supported by private donations. Under the legislation "the
Foundation may accept donations of money" with the qualification that "the Foundation shall not
accept a donation of money that is made on the condition that the Foundation use the money or
any income arising from the investment of the money for any purpose that is not within the objects
and purposes of the Foundation." The Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and
other post-secondary institutions voiced concerns about this clause. They believe it may
encourage new competition with universities and colleges in fund raising. However, others believe
it might lead to greater over-all support to students and the post-secondary sector.

The Canada Scholarships Program, that began in 1988 and started to be phased out in 1995, had a
special category of corporate awards supported by donations from industry. The minimum
requirement for sponsorship was ten $1,000 awards each year for three years. A dozen of these
Special Corporate Awards were donated spanning various fields in science, engineering and
technology. Favourable reports were received about this approach.

Suggested Direction: Important arguments have been advanced to have the awards recognize special
categories of disadvantaged students whose financial needs are not captured in the current needs
assessment criteria. Important  arguments have also been advanced to recognize special categories of
students studying in areas regarded as especially important for future employment needs. On the other
hand, many responses pointed to the dangers of segmenting the CMS along these lines. And it seems
advisable that the Foundation should avoid such segmenting with regard to the two types of its major
awards. Nonetheless, the Foundation might wish to consider support for these categories through private
donations, without entering into active competition with post-secondary institutions in fund raising. An
earlier example of such an approach was the Special Corporate Awards under the Canada Scholarships
Program.        
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IV.4  Student Debt and Unmet Need as Targets

Reductions in both student debt and in unmet need are cited in the responses as targets for the
criteria of the General Awards to address.

Average student debt has been increasing because of increases in assessed need arising from
higher costs of education and because much student assistance comes in the form of loans rather
than grants. Although a surprising degree of uncertainty and controversy surrounds the
measurement of student debt levels, the conclusion that substantial increases have occurred over
the past decade is clear from the data. The recent HRDC Report, referred to earlier and entitled
"Ensuring Opportunities: Access to Post-Secondary Education", concluded: "The average debt
load of a Canada student loan recipient upon graduation rose from $9,000 to $13,000 between
1990 and 1997, and the average combined provincial and federal student loan debt is estimated to
be about $25,000 in 1998-99."

An official in Alberta wrote to clarify the meaning of these numbers when provincial debt
reduction programs are included: "The $25,000 figure ... is a reasonable proxy for the average
amount of loan for a student borrowing for four years. The national average net debt of graduates
after receiving the benefits of provincial debt reduction programs is closer to $17,500."

The Alberta official went on to explain that:
• the net figure of $17,500 is for a four year program. The corresponding net figure for a two

year program is $10,500;
• "student debt has risen very significantly over the last several years and continues to grow as

more students graduate during the recent period of rapidly rising tuition. For example, at
current loan limits, a high need student could borrow almost $40,000 over four years";

• the range of average net debt among provinces runs from about $12,000 to about $23,000.

In the consultations there was a frequent clear message that the Foundation's awards should help
reduce the degree of dependence on loans -- that is, to provide an opportunity to substitute more
grants for loans. Yet there were also concerns that the available total sum of loans and grants to a
student is often inadequate -- that an "unmet need" exists and constrains access to post-secondary
education. This latter argument leads to a structuring of the General Awards to permit some
higher limit of loans and grants. The argument was presented vigorously, for example, at a
meeting with the Board of the Canadian Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
Without being drawn unduly into social policy issues because of the nature of its mandate, the
Foundation must, nevertheless, be aware of the implications of alternative allocation criteria on
student debt and unmet need. How substantial is the problem of unmet need? According to
Canada Student Loan data for the 1995-96 loan year, a total of 100,578 CSL recipients (30.6%)
had unmet need. If students in MA and Ph.D programs are subtracted (since they would not be
eligible for General Awards), the number falls to about 95,082 (30.1%). The issue of unmet need
is less serious in some provinces such as Quebec.

The distribution of students with unmet need is skewed relatively more to private career colleges
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largely because of their higher tuition fees. Thus, after subtracting the number of graduate
students from the totals, students at private career colleges accounted for 17.4% of Canada
Student Loan recipients in 1995-96 but for 26.7% of students with unmet need. Students at public
community colleges, on the other hand, accounted for 36.0% of Canada Student Loan recipients
but for 28.2% of those with unmet need.

There are other special groups, such as single parents with dependants who tend to have a
relatively higher unmet need, whose financial needs are now partly addressed by Canada Study
Grants. Indeed, some respondents suggested that special targeted policies are the best approach
to dealing with unmet need; others argue for an increase in the CSL/provincial loan ceilings. 

Suggested Direction: The General Awards, in providing a type of grant to substitute, in
part at least, for loans, should help students to finance their studies with less reliance on 
debt. The Awards can also help alleviate unmet need. However, they should not conflict
with other measures, such as Canada Study Grants, that assist groups particularly affected
by unmet need.

IV.5 Combining Merit with Need

The legislation stipulates that "the objects and purposes of the Foundation are to grant
scholarships to students who are in financial need and demonstrate merit."

Three paths for the inclusion of merit with need arose in the consultations:

i. One is to require a specific common academic standard. For example, all recipients might be
required to have at least a B average, or a minimum grade point average (which is derived
from an average of grade numbers), or a standing in the top “x” per cent of the class. Such
measures are difficult to standardize in a single major post-secondary institution. The problem
becomes much greater when hundreds of thousands of students are being compared across a
wide range of types of institutions. There is no common Canadian academic standard upon
which to draw. As a result, this path did not gain much favour in the consultations, though it
was supported on occasion.

ii. A second path is to make a pro rata distribution across all post-secondary institutions and to
ask each institution to make judgements of academic merit in order to bring the list of their
students, who have met the needs assessment criteria, into line with the pro rata quota
assigned to the institution.

This second path was favoured in many responses. A version of it was used in Canada
Scholarships Program, even though that program was considerably smaller and did not have a
needs component. It has the advantage of locating the screening for academic merit at the
level of the institution where such judgements are best made. It has a disadvantage in that the
pro rata distribution may not take into account institutional differences in the distribution of
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need. For example, if all institutions were assigned a quota of awards based on their relative
enrolment levels, an implicit assumption is being made that financial need is distributed
uniformly with enrolment. A more complex formula reflecting differences in relative needs
assessments would be necessary.

iii. A third path is to accept standards of admission and progress in completion of work as   
providing sufficient evidence of merit for the General Awards.

The Canadian Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators endorsed the third path:
"CASFAA recommends that the element of merit be met by a threshold of academic performance,
that is, acceptance and continuance in a post-secondary education program."

This path received the greatest support in the responses. One variation on it included completion
with appropriate standing of a period of study (usually at least two terms or 34 weeks) before the
full payment of an award is made or before eligibility begins. It is a path that has distinct
advantages in terms of simplicity, objectivity and low cost of administration.

Suggested Direction:  Several paths for combining merit with need have been suggested.
One based on a pro rata distribution of awards with adjudication by institutions finds
much favour. But the balance of advantages would seem to lie in some combination of a
path based on acceptance to a post-secondary institution and evidence of accomplishment
in completing successfully a period of post-secondary studies and specified course load.

SECTION V.  ALLOCATION OF GENERAL AWARDS

This Section considers options for the allocation of the General Awards and builds on the
discussion of criteria in Section IV.

V.1 Meaning of Financial Need and Merit

Financial need is assumed to be measured through provincially-administered needs assessment
criteria. The minimum level of assessed need that is required -- which is referred to as the
threshold level -- will be considered later in this section.

Merit for these General Awards is assumed to be academic merit, which includes standards for
admission and continuation in post-secondary studies. Options might be considered that would
include other aspects of merit are discussed in Section VI under Exceptional Merit Awards
(EMA). The minimum standard of academic merit is admission to an eligible post-secondary
institution. Adjustments to that standard are considered later in this section.
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V.2 Options for Reconciling Awards with Available Resources

Table 1 provides data on post-secondary enrolments and numbers of students eligible for financial
assistance under the Canada Student Loan and Quebec Provincial Assistance programs. Using
Statistics Canada definitions, this information includes all post-secondary college and university
level students, except those in graduate programs who are ineligible under the CMS legislation. It
also includes students with an assessed need in public trade/vocational programs and in private
career college programs. As shown at the bottom of the far right column of the Table, a total of
525,172 students had some assessed need in
1996-97.
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TABLE 1: CANADA POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Enrolments and Numbers of Students Eligible for Financial Assistance, 1996-97

SECTOR ENROLMENTS STUDENT AID
Full-time Part-

time
Total CSLP Quebec Total

College Level -
Post-Secondary

395,326 153,736 549,062 86,313 66,185 152,498

University Level -
Post-Secondary

498,036 214,922 712,958 170,271 59,793 230,064

Total “Core PSE”
(Stats. Can. Definition)

893,362 368,658 1,262,020 256,584 125,978 382,562

Public Trade/Voc.
Programs
Not PSE by Stats. Can.
Definition

298,800 n/a 298,800 46,313 19,540 65,853

Private Career College
Programs
Not PSE by Stats. Can.
Definition

200,000 n/a 200,000 68,652 8,105 76,757

GRAND TOTAL 1,392,162 368,658 1,760,820 371,549 153,623 525,172

Sources:
Enrolment Data (except private career colleges): Statistics Canada (1996-97 series)
Enrolment Data - Private Career Colleges: National Association of Career Colleges
(estimate)
CSLP Data: Canada Student Loan Program (1996-97 series)
QSLP Data: Government of Quebec, Department of Education Data (1996-97 series; derived
from student aid data)
The figure for total enrolments refers to students who have an assessed need and have been
approved for a CSL, even though about 10% of them do not follow up with a negotiated loan.
The actual net figure will also be affected by the terms of the CMS and by changes in student
population when the CMS awards begin in the year 2000.
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Whatever the precise number of eligible students who will be able to demonstrate some financial
need under the needs assessment processes, it is clear the Foundation faces a major issue of
reconciling expenditures on awards with its available financial resources. If the average value of
the awards is $3,000, the Foundation's funds can only support about 95,000 general awards
annually. Four broad options can be considered for bringing about a reconciliation of expenditures
on awards with the resources of the Foundation.

The four options are:
Option A: Raise the threshold level for financial need

Option B: Decrease the average value of the awards

Option C: Raise the academic merit requirement

Option D: Ration through provincial/regional shares and/or institutional shares

Each of these options (with a few sub-options) will be considered before turning to possible
combinations of them.

Option A: Raise the threshold level for financial need

Under Option A, the value of the award is kept at $3,000 and the financial need threshold is raised
until only about 95,000 applicants pass the threshold. The GA would be similar to a grant with
perhaps one installment paid at the time of registration to help with fees, etc. and the second
installment on the basis of completion in good standing of a two-term or eight-month academic
program. The latter installment might be paid directly to the student. But if the installment is paid
to the agency that lent the student money, it is likely not to be taxable. Moreover, it is less likely
the installment would be treated by the provinces as study period income subject to displacement.

How high would the needs hurdle have to be set? After including an allowance for Quebec
students, estimates indicate a high figure: in the 1996-97 loan year, the threshold would have to
be set at over $10,000 of assessed need. In other words, only students with need assessments over
$10,000 would be eligible for an award. This threshold is expected to increase in the following
years. The calculations are not precise, and should be treated with caution, but they provide an
approximation of the national average threshold if Option A alone is adopted.

What are the characteristics of the students who pass this threshold? Table 2 provides data for
1996-97 based on the distribution of recipients by type of post-secondary institution. The first
column of data shows the distribution of all students assessed under the Canada Student Loan
Program (CSLP) and the Quebec Student Assistance Program (QSAP). The second column of
data shows the distribution for only those students with assessed need over $10,000.
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The data in the Table indicate that raising the needs threshold to a high level would favour, in a
relative sense, private career colleges. They accounted for only 13.7% of students being assessed
under the CSLP and QSAP but would account for 38.4% of students if the threshold of assessed
need is set at $10,000. Public colleges, on the other hand, accounted for 39.5% of students being
assessed under the CSLP and the QSAP but for only 24.7% of students with assessed need
greater than $10,000. A major reason for the difference between private and public colleges is
higher tuition fees in the former. Under Option A, the question of limiting or excluding the
calculation of fees in needs assessment will arise.

TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF CSLP AND QSAP RECIPIENTS BY TYPE OF
INSTITUTIONAND BY NUMBER OF ASSESSMENTS OVER $10,000 IN 1996-97

Per cent of all students
assessed under the CSLP and
QSAP

Per cent of students assessed
at over $10,000 of need

Public Colleges 39.5 24.7

University Undergraduate 41.6 29.2

Private Colleges 13.7 38.4

University Graduates progs. 5.2 7.7
                100.0 100.0

Source: Loans Master File -- CSLP (Binder Sec.3)

In addition, a high threshold would mean a greater proportion of students who have special needs,
such as the needs of a single parent with dependants or the needs arising from disabilities. Such
needs are highly important to recognize in a broad program of student assistance, but some
respondents suggested these needs are best addressed through special programs. Thus, for
example, as already noted earlier, the Canada Study Grants were established earlier this year to
provide up to $3,000 a year "to full- or part-time students in financial need who have children or
other dependants and whose needs are not fully met by scholarships and student loans". Thus,
Option A should recognize the importance of other responses to needs assessments.

Should conditions for regional/provincial shares be included? As will be examined more
specifically in Option D, strong arguments were made in the consultations -- particularly by
people in provincial ministries responsible for post-secondary education -- for a distribution that
would ensure a minimum share to provinces/territories. For Option A, if there is an adoption of
such shares, this additional condition would require an estimation of the threshold for each
region/province -- the type of estimation made later in this section.
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How would Option A be integrated with current provincial/federal programs of student
assistance? All provinces participating in the CSLP offer loan remission with the exception of
Manitoba. The key question is whether the CMS will be treated as study period income, thereby
reducing the amount of provincial loan remission and displacing to a considerable extent
provincial funds with CMS funds. If this displacement occurs, the net benefit of the CMS to the
student is reduced.

In Ontario, for example, a single student is eligible for the maximum total annual assistance of
$9,350, comprising $5,610 from a Canada Student Loan and $3,740 from an Ontario Student
Loan. The province provides a loan remission of up to $2,350, meaning the maximum amount the
student is responsible to repay is $7,000. The loan remission, however, is reduced by 80% to the
extent that  study period income exceeds an exemption of $600. Consequently, if a $3,000 CMS
is treated as study period income of the student, the CMS simply displaces provincial funds to the
amount of $1,920 and the student's net benefit is $1,080, or about one-third of the award.

Clearly, integration of the CMS with provincial programs raises sensitive issues. The Foundation
must strive to complement, not duplicate, provincial policies. Quebec has indicated that any
displacement of provincial funds would be retained in the post-secondary education sector. Such
an assurance appears to have received the concurrence of the Prime Minister. Students, however -
- particularly in provinces with less favourable student assistance programs than Quebec -- have
voiced concerns for an integration that brings more direct benefits to students. A more favourable
integration might be approached through negotiating a higher ceiling of maximum funding before
displacement occurs or through a targeting of at least the second installment of the CMS to
reducing student debt.

Advantages of Option A:

It clearly meets the objective of placing primary emphasis on financial need.
• The value of the CMS is standardized at $3,000 in line with widespread expectations.
• It should assist students to access post-secondary education and to incur less debt.

Issues if Option A alone is chosen:
• The distribution of awards will relatively favour students in private colleges, which tend to

have high tuition fees. Various possibilities for limiting this effect could be considered.
• The distribution of awards will relatively favour those with special needs recognized in the

assessment criteria. The extent to which these special needs are covered by other assistance
programs should be taken into account.

• Awards of a fixed sum ($3,000) to everyone who passes the threshold will leave applicants
just below the threshold worse off than those who passed the threshold. A notch or
discontinuity occurs at the threshold. (A similar effect occurs when scholarships are based on
a threshold of merit, and it might be decided not to try to remove this effect in the case of the
CMS.) If the Foundation wishes to reduce this effect, one or two levels of partial awards
could be established around the threshold.

• The net direct benefit to students will depend on the type of integration between the CMS and
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provincial programs. This will determine the extent to which the Foundation's funds simply
displace provincial assistance.

Option B: Decrease the average value of awards 

Under Option B the average value of the General Award is decreased. Instead of assuming a fixed
award of $3,000, as in Option A, a lower value for the award could have been chosen.

In an extreme case: if, under Option B, 500,000 applicants are expected to meet the minimum
financial needs and merit criteria and if the Foundation has $300 million to distribute annually, a
CMS of $600 could be allocated to each of the 500,000 applicants -- and the Foundation's books
would balance. Two other sub-options are noted here that would be more in the spirit of
emphasizing financial need and of integrating the CMS with present provincial student assistance
policies

Sub-Option B(i): The value of the award would equal the difference between the approved value
of the CSL and a threshold value determined by estimates based on the Foundation's resources.
To be more specific, it has been estimated that the Foundation would have sufficient resources to
make awards equal to all approved Canada Student Loans in excess of $4,400 up to the ceiling,
which is $5,610 for single students. (The estimate makes an adjustment for Quebec/NWT which
are outside the CSL.) The awards would range in value from $1 to $1,200, though some
minimum value might be set, along with rounding to the nearest $100.

Sub-Option B(ii): This option is similar to B(i) except that the value of the award is a specified
percentage of the difference between the approved value of the CSL and the threshold loan. In the
above example, the Foundation would have the resources to set a lower threshold than $4,400,
because it only has to cover a percentage (say, 60%) of the loans above the threshold.

In formulaic terms, this sub-option can be expressed as:

CMS = x% (approved loan minus threshold loan) for approved loans up to the CSL maximum

Estimates could be made for various values of the percentage "x", but the lower its value the
smaller the average award and therefore the larger the number of applicants who could receive an
award. The incentive for applicants to try to be above the threshold is less strong under Option
B(ii) than under Option B(i).
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Advantages of Options B(i) and B(ii)

• As with Option A, primary emphasis is placed on financial need.
• Since both options B(i) and B(ii) focus on substituting a grant for a portion of the CSL loan,

they should reduce student debt and thus remove it as a barrier to access. Both options also
integrate well with the CSL. In providing a loan remission or grant not dissimilar than that for
most provincial loans, they might also be more strongly supported by the provinces. 

• Both options distribute awards over a wider range of financial need than Option A. Option
B(ii) distributes them over an even wider range than Option B(i).

• An applicant above the threshold is not made better off than an applicant below the threshold,
as is the case with Option A.

Issues if Option B(i) or B(ii) is chosen:

• The value of the awards would vary greatly. In the case of Option B(i), the estimated range is
from $1 to $1,200, though the actual upper limit will depend on data for the province and
year. The differing values within a year, between years and among provinces will mean some
loss of a clear "identity" to the award. Through rounding of the figures, the range of values
could be reduced, even to the extent of establishing several discrete steps in the values of the
awards. Nevertheless, there is an expectation that the value of the awards will be in the
neighbourhood of $3,000. The policy paper (Canadian Opportunities Strategy, February
1998) that accompanied the federal budget and announced the millennium awards states, "For
full-time students, scholarships will average $3,000 a year."

• Because the values of the awards will have to be estimated each year from current data -- and
will likely have to be estimated each year for each province -- there will be more uncertainties
to the Foundation about each year's values and there will be more uncertainties to students as
to where the threshold will be each year. To reduce these uncertainties, considerable statistical
work will be needed to establish regularities in the data. 

• Both of these sub-options, in effect, modify the Canada Student Loan Program in the direction
of substituting a grant for a loan and thereby reducing student debt. Attractive as that result is
to many respondents, there are also concerns that some supplementary funds be provided to
help more directly with access to post-secondary studies. One issue will be whether a portion
of the award could be paid "up front" as a supplement to help with fees, etc. and the balance
at the end of the academic period to lower the amount of debt.

Option C: Raise the academic merit requirement

Option C retains the condition that financial need be the predominant criterion for the General
Awards, but strengthens the academic merit requirement for those applicants who have been
assessed as having substantial financial need. Three sub-options can be briefly outlined.
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Sub-Option C(i): A standard measure of academic grades could be applied. Among the possible
choices would be: a grade point average; a minimum letter grade, such as at least a B average; or
a class standing, such as in the top half of the class. This option builds on a familiar way of
measuring academic merit. But there are difficulties in adopting it. The meaning of these standards
varies greatly among institutions and among programs within an institution. Many people
consulted, including representatives of financial aid administrators, felt this option was not viable
for the CMS, particularly in view of the wide range of eligible institutions.

Sub-Option C(ii): Institutions would be asked to certify favourable academic standing, and
perhaps give a rough rank ordering, for applicants at their institutions who have been assessed
with high financial need. Institutions are in the best position to make academic judgements,
especially when there is a great diversity of institutions and programs and a large numbers of
applicants. Experience was gained with such sifting under the Canada Scholarships Program,
though it was confined to programs in science, engineering and technology. People involved in
that program confirm that it is a feasible approach; though in view of the size and broader
coverage of the CMS, the time pressures will be great. Since the distribution of need and merit is
not the same among institutions, there is also the problem of an implicit judgement if an
institutional allotment becomes necessary.

Sub-Option C(iii): Due to the difficulties and costs of direct academic evaluations of so many
academic programs and institutions and of such a large number of students, some respondents
proposed that, if the merit requirement is raised from a minimum standard of admission, it should
still be linked to a simple, straightforward measure of accomplishment. For example, the measure
might be successful completion of a year of post-secondary studies to establish eligibility. Full
payment or second instalment of an award might be based on evidence of successful completion
of that year's program of studies. With such measures it will be necessary to clarify the meaning of
"successful completion".

Option D: Allotment through provincial/regional shares and/or institutional shares

Sub-Option D(i): Consultations, particularly with provincial ministries responsible for post-
secondary education, often led to the argument that the Foundation should assure a minimum
geographic distribution of awards. Numerous indicators for determining fair shares were
discussed, including: total population; population aged 18-24; enrolment in post-secondary
institutions; and adjustments of these indicators by indicators of need, such as GDP per capita or
relative use of Canada Student Loans. Problems were noted with each indicator. In most cases, it
was felt that total population would be an acceptable and probably least controversial indicator.

The establishment of provincial/regional shares has been referred to in a number of the preceding
options. This option will lead to regional differences in the standards of the awards, but, to the
extent these differences reflect differences in provincial policies respecting post-secondary
education, the Foundation should clearly not be seen as trying to offset differences in provincial
policies on post-secondary education.
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Sub-Option D(ii): Many arguments were also expressed for combining need, established through 
provincially administered processes, with merit, established through eligible post-secondary
institutions. Under this option, each institution would have an allotment of the awards. The two
principal arguments for this option were: a) that in the case of a very large number of candidates,
strengthening the merit criteria is best accomplished through incorporating judgements at the
institutional level; and b) that institutional allotments would simplify reconciling the Foundation's
expenditures on awards with its available resources and would automatically provide one basis for
a fair regional distribution.

Though many variations are clearly possible, Sub-Option D(ii) might be structured in three  steps:
1. a formula would be developed for the allotment among eligible institutions;
2. institutions would prepare lists of candidates who meet a pre-established level of financial

need under the provincially administered needs assessment processes; and
3. this list is then screened for merit by the institutions within broad parameters set by the

Foundation. The lists of candidates recommended by the institutions are sent to the
Foundation. If it is satisfied with the process followed, the Foundation would make the
awards to students.

A basic criticism of this approach is that, if the allotment is made to institutions on the basis of
enrolment, a judgement is being made at the outset that financial need is evenly distributed -- that
is, financial need is proportional to enrolment. This criticism should be addressed if this option is
to play a role in the final allocation model adopted by the Foundation.

Summary Note: The number of students who meet minimum financial needs assessment
criteria is about five times larger than the number of $3,000 awards the Foundation can
make. Four broad options are suggested for consideration:
A. Raise the threshold level for assessed financial need;
B. Decrease the average value of the award;
C. Raise the academic merit requirement;
D. Allot through provincial/regional shares and/or institutional shares.

V.3 Six Key Questions for Choosing Among Options

The above list of options and sub-options is not exhaustive; others might be suggested. The list is
only intended to highlight the principal choices in developing a framework for the allocation of the
General Awards.

As a guide to making choices among these options, it is useful, I think, to consider the following
six questions. Their answers will influence the choices made. I shall give my judgement on
answers, drawing on what I heard in the consultations. Others might choose different answers.

1. Should the General Awards be based predominantly on financial need?
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Yes, there is great support for this, but reliance purely on raising the threshold level for financial
need, under the provincially administered needs assessment criteria, does not give a satisfactory
solution.

2. Should the General Awards be basically a substitution of a grant for a portion of the loan
under the Canada Student Loan Program and thereby be focused on limiting the growth of
student debt? 

There is much to be said for an affirmative answer, but many will argue that at least a portion of
the grant should be a supplement to help more directly with access to post-secondary education.

3. Should the General Awards be relatively fixed in value at about $3,000 (or at one or two
discrete steps leading to that number)? Or should they become a much larger number of
small awards, which might also vary considerably in value? 

Post-secondary institutions have long debated whether students are best helped if the limited
available funds are distributed in a larger number of small awards or kept to a size regarded as
more meaningful for financial support. No end to the debate is in sight. The policy paper "The
Canadian Opportunities Strategy" accompanying the February 1998 Budget, in which the CMS
initiative was announced, stated: "For full-time students, scholarships will average $3,000 a year".
There is not, I think, a sufficiently compelling case to recommend frustrating this intention,
though I find Sub-Options B(i) and B(ii) -- which would provide a variable, lower average grant,
integrated closely with Canada Student Loans -- attractive in many respects.

4. Should a minimum provincial/regional share be built into the allocation?

I think so. The criteria cannot be made so perfect that regional location will be perceived as
irrelevant. Also, perhaps not surprisingly, the consultations frequently led to an affirmative answer
from provincial authorities.

5. Does the merit criterion require a fairly costly process of assessing academic grades or
rankings across the large number of institutions and programs in the post-secondary
sector?

I think not. The emphasis in the General Awards is on financial need and, if some strengthening of
the merit criterion is necessary to reconcile the numbers, a tightening of the requirement of
admission and satisfactory completion of a period of study could be used. Choices in tightening
the requirement include: satisfactory completion of a period of study before full payment of an
award; satisfactory completion of a period of study before eligibility for an award begins; or a
definition of “satisfactory completion” that is stricter than that used by the CSLP which is
completion of 60% of a course load.

6. Is it possible to have a framework for allocation that will complement and not duplicate
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provincial programs?

Yes, the framework must be sufficiently flexible to take established provincial policies into
account. My consultations were informal and not part of formal negotiations. But I have
endeavoured to listen carefully to what provincial authorities are saying, to incorporate the many
excellent ideas expressed, and to provide some flexibility for adaptation in order that the CMS can
complement provincial policies. Concerns about the CMS range across the country. In the case of
Quebec, for example, I have taken it as necessary to have a framework for allocation consistent
with the unanimous resolution passed in the National Assembly on May 14, 1998. In my
interpretation, the following framework could be made consistent with it, as well as with views
expressed to me in other provinces.

Summary Note: Consideration of the above six questions will help in choosing among the
options. 

V.4 One Suggested Combination of Options

"There is no right answer, but there are answers."

This comment by one respondent captures both the frustration in finding one completely correct
answer and also the positive view, not to lose hope -- "there are answers".

By combining the various options outlined above -- or components of those options -- one can
construct different frameworks for the allocation of the General Awards. There is no categorically
right combination to recommend to the Foundation. The preferred combination expressed here
reflects some initial or tentative statistical tests, as reported later in the Appendix. Different
outcomes to those tests can affect the preferred combination.

The following proposed framework has components drawn from all the various options. These
components have been sifted through consideration of the six questions and of the three guiding
principles advanced at the beginning of the report. The framework does not cover many details
that would need to be worked out. It is tested on some currently available data, but only in a
preliminary way. With these caveats, I suggest the following components:

Component 1: Financial Need

Financial need will be established through provincially administered needs assessment criteria.
Eligibility would require an assessment in excess of $3,000 with the actual threshold being
estimated by province/region upon consideration of components 2, 3 and 4.

Component 2: Average Value of the Award
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Preferred Choice: Among the options for determining the average value of the award, my
preferred choice would be to fix the value of the award at $3,000 with $1,000 paid at the time of
registration or at mid-year and $2,000 paid at the end of 34 weeks/two terms of study. Net
advantages to the payment of the second instalment through the student's lender should be
explored because, as noted earlier, it appears there would be tax advantages and provinces might
be more willing to excluded such a payment from calculations of study period income.

Some advantages of a fixed value of $3,000 are:
a) it is in line with policy intentions and widespread expectations;
b) it keeps the value of the general awards, which emphasize need, in line with the value of the

exceptional merit awards; and
c) it establishes a clearer, more stable identity of an award that is of substantial help.

Alternative Choice(s): If the Foundation decides against a fixed value award of $3,000, Option
B(i) or B(ii) would be attractive alternatives. They provide an amount for debt reduction equal to
either the actual difference or a percentage difference between the student's CSL and a threshold
value of the CSL. (A separate adjustment would be needed for Quebec/NWT which are not part
of the CSL Program.) In effect, the alternative(s) integrate closely with the CSL by converting a
portion of the loan to a grant on evidence of successful completion of a period of post-secondary
study.

Some advantages to these alternative choice(s) are:
a) the number of awards is increased, as a result of a lower average value;
b) no student receiving an award is made better off than a student with an assessed financial need

just below the threshold; and
c) provincial acceptance might be easier since they are essentially a modification of the CSL

through substitution of a grant for a portion of the loan.

Component 3: Minimum level of merit

Preferred Choice: In introducing considerations of merit to the allocation, my preferred choice is
to rely on requirements related to admission standards and the successful completion of courses
for students attending institutions eligible to receive Canada Student Loans or Quebec Student
Assistance. To help reconcile the number of awards with the Foundation's resource constraints,
difficult choices will have to be made about the level at which this standard is set.

Two versions of this preferred choice for the component are suggested:

Version A requires evidence of successful completion of the first year of post-secondary studies
before eligibility is established. The CSLP definition of completion in good standing as meaning
completion of at least 60% of a full course load is accepted.

Version B establishes eligibility in the first year of post-secondary studies but uses a higher
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requirement of 100% of a full course load.

Both versions use a straightforward, objective way of incorporating evidence of a candidate's
capacity for post-secondary studies. The Foundation avoids being drawn into processes for the
accreditation of institutions which are best left to provincial authorities. Both recognize that
awards affecting student retention are important for post-secondary accessibility. With respect to
the last point, it is of interest to note the following excerpt from the submission from the Canadian
Alliance of Student Associations (CASA): "The merit component should give some consideration
to those students in the Third and Fourth year of their respective programs. As the students that
carry the highest debt (through the cumulative impact of the previous years) and the highest
financial pressures, this would be an ideal way to marry intense need and merit considerations
when finalizing the actual CMS recipients. This will further the CMS's goal of increasing PSE
accessibility on its less-known front of student retention."

Alternative Choice: if the preferred choice is not approved, an alternative would be to establish a
threshold for financial need and to ask post-secondary institutions to assess the merit of their
students who exceed this threshold. This alternative would likely lead to a rough pro rata
distribution of awards among institutions and would have some similarities to the approach taken
under the Canada Scholarships Program. There would be advantages in having the institutions
play a role in academic assessment but a major challenge would be to adjust for differences among
institutions in the degree of financial need among their students. Also, since designation or
accreditation processes for the short-term programs of the private vocational colleges are not well
developed yet, it might be necessary to exclude them until the processes are further developed.

Component 4: Provincial/regional shares

Preferred Choice: Many respondents favoured an assurance of provincial/regional shares. My
preferred choice is to provide an assurance of a distribution of general awards among
provinces/regions based on relative total populations.

Some advantages to this preferred choice are:
a) the assurance of shares will lessen concerns in a province over whether the Foundation's

policies might favour other provinces; and
b) although many different indicators might be used to measure various characteristics of the

population and also to adjust for regional differences in economic need, the use of total
population is a simple, straightforward basis that has widespread support.

Alternative Choice: An alternative choice would be to use a demographic indicator other than
total population and to adjust it, perhaps, by a measure of regional economic prosperity. If it is
decided under Component 3 to have a form of pro rata distribution among institutions, it should
be noted that geographical shares would be established automatically.                  
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 Two versions of the preferred combination of components

Two versions of the merit component were suggested earlier in this report. Using them as a basis,
I have selected two versions of my preferred combination of components for the model. Version
A begins the awards only in the second year of post-secondary studies, while Version B begins the
awards in the first year. The latter requires a full course load. This requirement will have to be
defined more clearly after empirical work is undertaken to determine whether the resources would
permit an 80% rather than a 100% course load and whether adjustments should be included for
cases of disabilities that prevent students from maintaining a full load. In tabular form, the two
versions are summarized, as follows:

Version A (from Year 2 of post-secondary
studies)

Version B (from Year 1 of post-secondary
studies)

Value: $3,000 Value; $3,000

Provincial share: established by population Provincial share: established by population

Merit:
· eligibility begins in second year after

completion of first year, according to CSLP
standard of 60% of full course load

· first installment of $1,000 paid on
evidence of registration

· second installment of $2,000 paid on
evidence of completion of year by CSLP
standard of 60% of course load

Merit:
· eligibility begins normally in the first

year of post-secondary studies with
standard totalling a full course load.

· first installment of $1,000 paid at
beginning of second term on evidence of
completion of first term of full course load
and of registration in second term for a full
course load for that year

· second installment of $2,000 paid on
evidence of completion of a full course load
for that year

Need Assessment:
· thresholds established to reconcile

number of award winners with provincial
shares

Need Assessment:
· thresholds established to reconcile

number of award winners with provincial
shares
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Smoothing the "notch effect"

As noted earlier, an issue that arises with a fixed value award is the "notch" that occurs at the
threshold in the need assessment. There is a discontinuity at the threshold -- those applicants at
the threshold and above receive an award and those below do not. (As previously indicated, a
discontinuity also occurs with scholarships based on merit.)

Option B provided an approach that substituted a variable award for a fixed value award and
thereby removed the notch. Another possibility is to retain the fixed value award, as suggested
here, but reduce the size of the notch by having a partial award at one or two steps around the
threshold. For example, a partial award of $1,500 (or two levels of partial awards at $1,000 and
$2,000) might be considered around the threshold to smooth somewhat the notch effect at the
threshold for a $3,000 award.

Some Issues of Implementation

Statistical estimates

The Appendix reports on statistical estimates of both versions of the model.

The data are for 1996-97 and are based on candidates authorized to receive CSLP assistance,
including a separate estimate for Quebec. Data for private career colleges, public community
colleges and universities are included, but students in MA or Ph.D programs are not counted due
to their ineligibility under the legislation. Information is not directly available on the percentage of
students taking a full course load, but estimates have been requested from a number of
institutions.  This information should help to determine the feasibility of using the criterion of a
full course load and various options/adjustments to it.

The estimates in Appendix A provide only an approximate indication of the implications of the
two versions of the model. More work is needed if this model, with refinements, is to be a basis
for the allocation of General Awards. Further checks will be necessary on such matters as:
reliability of the data; characteristics of applicants who fall on both sides of the thresholds; and
accuracy of data for students who have completed the first year of post-secondary studies and for
students who are carrying a full course load.

Provincial work groups

To refine such estimates and work out details at the provincial level, the question remains whether
the Foundation should establish a series of provincially oriented work groups or whether the work
could be centred more in the provincial governments. In the interests of not creating additional
bureaucratic structures and of drawing on the expertise in the provinces, it is suggested that the
Foundation try to establish working groups centred at the provincial level, preferably through the
provincial ministries responsible for post-secondary education. It will also be important to involve
people who have expert knowledge of the functioning of the CSLP.
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Integration of the Awards and Displacement

This report has repeatedly emphasized that the legislation calls for an approach that is
complementary to provincial policies. In the negotiation of provincial agreements by the
Foundation it will be important to have some clarity on how the Foundation's awards fit in with
provincial policies and whether some displacement might occur at two levels. One level is whether
the Foundation's funds will simply displace provincial funds in support of post-secondary
education. Some provinces, including Quebec, have indicated it is not their intention to have such
displacement. The second level is whether the individual student might find that some portion of
the Foundation's award has displaced provincial student assistance. It appears that, to the extent
the award is tied directly to the reduction of student debt, displacement is less likely. But if the
award is viewed as study period income and subject to displacement, the question of an
appropriate exemption from displacement will arise.

Suggested Direction: Various options for allocating General Awards have been examined,
and key questions in sifting the options have been posed. There is no obvious best model for
allocation. I have indicated a preferred combination of components for the model, and have
summarized two versions. Some tentative statistical estimates are reported in the Appendix.
Further work is needed on these estimates and on some alternative components that might
be preferable. Basic features of the proposed model are:

• a strong emphasis on the criterion of financial need;
• a fixed value of the Award at $3,000, paid in a manner that should largely integrate

with existing provincial/federal student assistance programs, that should help curb
the growth of student debt and that should provide some direct support for access to
post-secondary studies;

• the idea of fair provincial/regional shares of the awards is introduced with the
suggestion of a simple determination of the shares according to population;

• the minimum level of merit is based on admission and successful completion of 
courses. Two versions of this component are suggested, and they differ depending on
whether the awards begin in the first year or second year of post-secondary studies
and on whether the minimum course load requirement is 60% or normally a full
course load;

• a raising of the required threshold of assessed financial need to the level consistent
with the Foundation's limited resources;

• a fixed value award has a notch at the threshold. If the Foundation thinks it is
important to reduce the size of this discontinuity, one or two steps of a partial award
might be considered around the threshold;

• implementation of the awards will require working with provincial authorities on
applying the criteria and on ensuring a complementarity and integration with
provincial programs.
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SECTION VI.  ALLOCATION OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT AWARDS

This section examines how the Foundation might allocate awards for exceptional merit.

VI.1  Meaning of Exceptional Merit Awards

The legislation states: "The Foundation may, in any year, grant up to five percent of the funds it
expects to grant as scholarships in the year to persons who meet the requirement mentioned [for
eligibility] ... and who demonstrate exceptional merit even if those persons are not in financial
need." Some respondents felt that financial need is so important that they would advise against
any exceptional merit awards. A response from the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), for
example, stated succinctly that "the Foundation should decide to grant all funds only on the basis
of need." But, in general, respondents were favourable to granting these awards and to developing
a distinctive system for allocating them.

The Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA) commented: "... CASA supports the
Foundation's ability to grant up to 5% of the annual monies to those students who exhibit
exceptional merit. Academic excellence must be as heartily rewarded as it is encouraged. CASA
supports the principle that exceptional merit be defined as exceptional academic performance.
Other criteria such as extra-curricular involvement and community service may definitely help
those being considered, but should remain secondary to outstanding academic performance as
determined by grade point average marks, or their equivalents."

VI.2  Centralized Versus Decentralized Allocation Processes

The consultations produced an interesting division of views as to whether it would be best:
a) to centralize the process by having a special organization for adjudication, such as the

Foundation or another body at arms length from the Foundation; or
b) to decentralize the process through an allocation of the awards among post-secondary

institutions and to rely on the adjudication processes of these institutions to establish merit.

a) Centralized Allocation

A letter, dated September 2, 1998, from the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
(AUCC) pointed to the advantages of "an impartial jury or committee". The letter stated: "It has
been the experience of AUCC that in any scholarship program that is strictly merit based the most
effective assessment process requires subjective judgements on the part of an impartial jury or
committee to determine what constitutes 'merit' or 'exceptional merit'. Clearly there is no one
definition or measurement of exceptional merit, whether from an academic or non-academic
viewpoint (even the method for determining grades varies from province to province). An
impartial jury/committee would ensure the credibility and sense of fairness in the assessment and
selection process."
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The establishment of an impartial jury/committee for Canadian awards is a familiar approach with
positive experiences, such as in the case of the Canadian granting councils. The approach conveys
a stronger image of a true pan-Canadian award. Past favourable experience might make provincial
governments more receptive to this approach. The scale of the adjudication process, however,
would be considerably larger than in other experiences. If about $15 million is set aside annually
for Exceptional Merit Awards and the value of each award is $3,000, there would be an annual
adjudication for 5,000 awards. It is also, of interest, that a second letter from the AUCC, dated
September 16, 1998, reported that its members had recently expressed a strong preference for a
decentralized approach for both the exceptional merit and general awards. The letter suggested
that this approach "would serve the objective of minimizing administrative costs".

b) Decentralized Allocation

A case for a decentralized approach was clearly stated in the response from the Canadian
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (CASFAA), though the following excerpt
suggests a degree of delegation of the Foundation's powers that might not be consistent with the
legislation: "For the greatest efficiency, it is necessary to empower the individual educational
institutions to define the criteria that would be appropriate for their circumstances and to grant
them the authority and flexibility necessary to administer the scholarships on an annual basis. The
funds should be directed to the post-secondary institution and the institution will ensure that the
student is advised the Scholarship is funded by the CMS Foundation. In this way, these awards
will once again provide a seamless process of accessing student financing since the CMS will be
tied directly to existing  programs that are very well known and understood by students. Further,
the profile of the Canada Millennium (Exceptional Merit) Scholarships would be greater than if
the scholarships were promoted independently of existing scholarship programs at the respective
educational institutions. The difficulties of measuring merit across educational type would be
addressed by allocating a certain number of scholarships to each institution." 

The decentralized approach is often favoured because of its efficiency and due to the fact that
institutions have much experience in judging the academic merit of their students. Yet, there are
also disadvantages in this approach. In particular, the distribution of student qualities is not
homogeneous among institutions, and this issue is likely to be more serious when a wide variety
of institutions spanning the post-secondary sector is being considered.

VI.3 Proposed Decentralized/Centralized Allocation

A hybrid approach that combines decentralized and centralized features is suggested in the
following, and a particular example is sketched. It features awards given to students entering the
first year of post-secondary studies and the adjudication of merit in the first round of awards
would be done by a decentralized process through high schools/secondary schools. There would
also be a second round using centralized committees. In general, recommendations of awards
would be made by secondary schools, with each secondary school normally having at least one
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award to recommend. Medium-sized schools would have two awards and the largest schools
would have three awards. The schools would be asked to recommend candidates who have shown
both outstanding academic merit and displayed strong characteristics of community service and
leadership. Schools might be encouraged to form a selection committee of teachers and
representatives from the local community. Table 3 shows that the total number of high schools in
Canada was 3,596 in 1995-96. It also classifies these schools by size of enrolment. From this
Table, one could derive allotments which would meet the over-all constraints on numbers and
which would relate the number of awards to size of enrolment. Further thought would be needed,
however, on the definition of eligible secondary schools and on alternating awards for the very
smallest schools -- for example, those with enrolments of under 50 or under 100. It would also be
important to seek a balancing over time of candidates who are intending to go to a university and
candidates who are intending to go to a college. Schools would also be encouraged to welcome
applications from former students who did not proceed immediately to post-secondary studies.

In this example, there would be a second round of adjudication with features of a centralized
approach. Regional committees would adjudicate the materials submitted from the schools on the
first round candidates and request additional material, such as a short essay on a particular annual
theme. Various possibilities might be considered for the use of new communication technology to
screen candidates such as video-conferencing and the internet. With respect to costs, it has been
the experience in Canada and other countries that adjudication bodies for student awards can be
staffed at low cost because of the interest of excellent people in contributing their services, if the
adjudication process is organized in a not too onerous manner.

Perhaps about 250 students (or 5%) would be selected in this second round and each would
receive an additional award with a set value, possibly of $2,000. The number and value of these
supplementary awards would need to be reviewed more carefully and the number of first round
awards adjusted accordingly. Emerging from the second round might be an even smaller set of top
candidates from each region who would receive special pan-Canadian recognition.



TABLE 3: CANADIAN HIGH SCHOOLS AND GRADE 12 STUDENT ENROLMENTS BY PROVINCE
5. Number of High Schools by Student Population (1995-96)

Student Population Canada NF PEI NS NB QC ON MB SK AB BC YK NWT

49 and less 426 4 1 5 2 118 153 10 11 79 43 0 0

50 - 99 184 9 0 2 1 51 68 6 5 24 18 0 0

100 - 199 346 22 1 5 9 69 103 20 32 40 38 1 6

200 - 299 362 31 0 17 17 65 86 30 30 52 30 1 3

300 - 399 326 19 3 24 18 42 103 21 24 48 23 1

400 - 499 326 14 2 23 9 44 104 16 13 58 39 1 3

500 - 999 945 22 8 39 31 202 320 38 25 110 147 1 2

1,000 - 1,499 503 1 3 14 7 104 252 18 9 28 67 0 0

1,500 - 1,999 132 0 0 1 3 38 63 1 2 12 12 0 0

2000 and over 46 0 0 0 1 24 16 0 0 2 3 0 0
Tabulations Canada NF PEI NS NB QC ON MB SK AB BC YK NWT

199 and less 956 35 2 12 12 238 324 36 48 143 99 1 6

200 - 499 1,014 64 5 64 44 151 293 67 67 158 92 3 6

500 - 99 945 22 8 39 31 202 320 38 25 110 147 1 2

1,000 and over 681 1 3 15 11 166 331 19 11 42 82 0 0

TOTAL 3,596 122 18 130 98 757 1,268 160 151 453 420 5 14
6. Grade 12 Student Enrolments (1995-96)

Canada NF PEI NS NB QC ON MB SK AB BC YK NWT

Grade 12 538,168 10,725 2,184 11,451 10,818 127,337 250,587 19,570 15,896 43,175 46,642 379 843
Note: 8 of the total students are from overseas, and not under a provincial heading
** Note: This number is derived from the 110,783 high school diplomas awarded in Quebec in 1995-96, and is based on a completion rate of 87%

Source: Statistics Canada, Education in Canada, 1997; and Ministère de l’Éducation du Québec, Direction des statistisques et des études quantitatives,
Education Statistics
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An award structured along these lines would have many positive features. It would:

• celebrate both academic and leadership qualities;

• expand opportunities for bright students who may face obstacles to access not resolved by other awards;

• foster greater awareness among students of the opportunities for post-secondary study and of support through
such means as the Millennium Scholarships;

• stimulate, through the essay, a greater interest among students in discussing key social issues at the national
and international levels as well as subjects specifically relating to education, training and employment;

• help make study in Canada more attractive to students receiving generous offers to study in other countries,
particularly in the United States.

A critical feature of this approach is that award winners would be free to choose their post-secondary institution in
Canada. It has been pointed out to me that a Canadian university developed an approach along similar lines for
schools in its province, and the approach was not regarded as a great success. But, in that case, schools were
choosing award winners for a specific university, an approach which does raise distinctive problems. There is also
the issue of some outstanding candidates being overlooked because they did not proceed directly to post-secondary
studies. A separate pool of awards might be reserved for adjudication of these cases.

Other issues can be raised. Integration with provincial programs will need to be clarified, especially in the case of
a student who might be eligible for a General Award or an Exceptional Merit Award. Further, it is sometimes said
the top students graduating from the secondary schools already receive sufficient rewards. But the extent of
Canadian merit based awards -- of substantial value -- for first entry study at colleges, as well as universities, is
not great, and these awards would have a distinctive recognition of leadership qualities and a pan-Canadian
characteristic.

Suggested Direction:  The allocation of the Exceptional Merit Awards could be developed either through a
decentralized approach via an allotment to the adjudication processes of post-secondary institutions or
through a centralized approach via adjudication by a country-wide body/committee, perhaps organized
around regional bodies/committees. Both approaches have attractive features.

The preferred choice suggested here is for a particular combination of decentralized and centralized
approaches. The main features are:
• awards would be concentrated on students entering post-secondary education and would have a value

of $3,000;
• secondary schools would receive an allotment of one to three awards, depending on size of school, and

would make recommendations based on academic achievement but with  attention given also to
community service and leadership qualities;
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• a second round of awards, adjudicated by regional committees, would also be held and based on
materials submitted for first round award winners and on an essay with a particular theme each year;

• greatly limited in number, the second round award winners would receive a supplement to their first
round award and a few top candidates might be drawn from the regional screenings for greater
public recognition;

• secondary schools would be asked to maintain a balance over time of candidates who plan to attend a
university and candidates who plan to attend a college, and schools would be encouraged to welcome
applications from former students who did not proceed immediately to post-secondary studies. With
regard to the latter point, it might be desirable for the Foundation to keep a small pool of first round
awards for adjudication of students who might otherwise be overlooked because they did not proceed
directly to post-secondary studies.

VII.  COSTS OF STUDY IN OTHER REGIONS AND COUNTRIES

Broadening a student's choice of regional and international locations for study is a feature of the legislation
establishing the Foundation.

Sec. 29(2)  reads in part: "... no person is disqualified from being considered for a scholarship merely because the
person intends to pursue studies in a province other than the person's ordinary province of residence."
 
Sec. 32 reads: " In determining the amount of a scholarship, the Foundation shall take into account, among other
things, whether the person receiving the scholarship will be incurring higher costs because the person will be,
a) attending an eligible institution outside the person's ordinary region or province of residence; or
b) pursuing studies for a limited period outside Canada while enrolled in a program of studies at an eligible
institution."

Regional portability of the awards and support for additional costs associated with study in another region received
widespread endorsement in the consultations. In its letter, the Canadian Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators stated: "Students across Canada should have comparable access to post-secondary education
regardless of their province or territory of residence. National programs to assist students in accessing post-
secondary education should maintain a core set of common criteria for all students. The CMS Foundation should
maintain in all jurisdictions the principles of addressing student financial need whether the student is studying in or
outside of their province or territory of residence. Given that our recommendation stresses the need to administer
the CMS through the existing provincial processes, we acknowledge that measures will need to be put in place to
ensure portability compliance by all provincial jurisdictions."

A number of respondents noted that the CSLP has a formula for different living costs related to location of study.
The differential costs are included in the need assessment. The Foundation could link its awards to the CSLP
approach and urge a review of the adequacy of the criteria. One form of linkage would be to provide a regional
mobility supplement, if the adjustment for re-location caused a student's need assessment to rise above the
threshold and value of the award. In the case of Quebec/NWT, a different linkage would be necessary.

Also, the idea was widely endorsed of helping to support additional costs if a student, registered at a Canadian
institution, chooses to spend a term or year abroad. The legislation stipulates that the student must be registered at
an eligible Canadian institution. In one of the consultations, a student leader went further in suggesting that
evidence of registration should be accompanied by an endorsement of the institution of the importance of this
travel for completion of the student's program in Canada.

Some respondents were particularly enthusiastic about making this support for international study a prominent
feature of the awards. It was noted that a stronger lead in this regard was being taken in other advanced countries,
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particularly in the United States and in many countries in Europe and Asia.

The importance of the international dimension is clearly expressed in a 1997 report by a coalition of international
education organizations in Canada: "In short, international education is a strategic investment for the federal
government because it addresses national priorities on several fronts: trade and competitiveness, youth
employment, foreign policy and innovation. Moreover, experience shows that international education nurtures a
more open, tolerant society and a stronger appreciation of Canada. Despite widespread recognition of these
benefits, however, Canada rates [as] one of the lowest of all the G7 countries in terms of the support it provides for
international education and the trend line is downward."

For study in other countries, it might again be useful to have a linkage to the need assessment process that
incorporates costs of study abroad. The CSLP criteria are less developed for international mobility than for
regional mobility but are expected to be improved. A supplement might be offered in a similar manner to that for
regional mobility -- that is, a supplement would be offered if the costs of relocation caused a student's need
assessment to rise above the threshold and value of the award. A modified form of this linkage would be required
for Quebec/NWT.  

As a rough indication of current mobility for those on student loans, Table 4 provides data on the location of study
for recipients of Canada Student Loans in 1996-97.
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TABLE 4: LOCATION OF STUDY BY PROVINCE OF LOAN ISSUE
CANADA STUDENT LOAN RECIPIENTS 1996-97 LOAN YEAR

Location of Study Number of Loan Recipients Percentage of Loan Recipients
(%)

In Province of Loan  296,450    90.8

In Another Province       22,940     7.0

In the United States         6,107     1.9

In Another Country        1,095
------------

    0.3
---------

Totals 326,592 100.0

Suggested Direction: The legislation and consultations make clear that the Foundation should ensure
portability of its awards and should assist with additional costs if students choose to study in another
Canadian region or province or to study for up to a year in another country. It is suggested that, for the
establishment of a supplement for regional and international mobility, a linkage be used to the need
assessment process that incorporates additional costs of relocation.
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VIII.  ISSUES OF ELIGIBILITY

Section 27 of the Budget Implementation Act, 1998, specifies many aspects of the conditions for the Foundation's
awards. Some aspects affecting eligibility for the Awards are left for the Foundation to clarify.

Sec. 27 (1) of the Act is reproduced here with the addition of a note in brackets concerning the need for further
action:
"From and out of its funds, the Foundation may ... grant scholarships only to persons who

a) are Canadian citizens or permanent residents within the meaning of the Immigration Act;

[This condition is straightforward and clear.]

b) are enrolled at an eligible institution as a full-time or part-time student;

[This condition requires the Foundation to clarify what is meant by an eligible institution and also to clarify
the meaning and level of support of part-time students.]

c) are pursuing studies that lead to a degree, certificate or diploma from the institution, other than a degree,
certificate or diploma for a program of studies beyond the undergraduate university level;

[This condition requires the Foundation to clarify the years of support if students undertake
studies both at a college and university and to clarify the eligibility of university programs that in some
jurisdictions are regarded as undergraduate and in other jurisdictions as graduate.]

d) are in financial need and demonstrate merit."

[These criteria for eligibility  have already been examined in earlier sections.]

Thus, clauses b) and c) will be addressed in this section of the Report.

VIII.1  Eligible Institutions

The Act states in Sec. 2.(1):
" 'eligible institution' means
(a) a public post-secondary educational institution in Canada that grants degrees, certificates or diplomas; or
(b) a private post-secondary educational institution in Canada that grants degrees, certificates or diplomas and that
is determined by the Foundation to be an eligible institution."
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The meaning of "public" is not always clear now that student fees along with other private sources of funds have
grown relative to public funds and account for in excess of 50% of total funds in some universities. In addition,
there are some private institutions -- with religious affiliations, in particular -- that have undergone careful scrutiny
as to quality and range of academic programs and that have been admitted to membership in the Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC). In the consultations, many people suggested that membership in
AUCC should help define eligibility in these cases. (It was also noted that this criterion for eligibility is used for
some funding by federal granting councils.) Similarly, it is argued that in the cases of community colleges,
membership in the Association of Canadian Community Colleges should help define eligibility.

What would such an approach mean for the eligibility of private career colleges? Views were greatly mixed, and
the answers tended to fall into one of three groups.

In the first group were respondents who felt that any institution which was clearly private should not be supported
with the public funds of the Foundation. Some students placed a strong emphasis on this view.

In the second group were respondents who felt the Foundation should declare, as eligible, any institution that is
eligible under the Canada Student Loan Plan (or equivalent in Quebec/NWT). Approval for eligibility under the
CSLP is made by the provinces and currently encompasses a high proportion of private career colleges.

In the third group were respondents who felt that the issue was essentially that of defining appropriate standards of
eligibility. It was noted that there is a high variation in these standards among private career colleges and that the
National Association of Career Colleges, as well as some provincial ministries, are working on establishing clearer
standards. Indeed, there are some grounds for optimism that, as part of the whole process of harmonization of
provincial/federal loan criteria, a policy on designation of institutions will be developed within a year or two.
Thus, one response to the position of the third group is to suggest that the Foundation defer decisions on eligibility
of these colleges until these processes of establishing standards are further advanced. An alternative would be for
the Foundation to develop its own processes for accreditation. A letter from the AUCC reported on the position of
its Board that: "... if proprietary career colleges are determined by the Foundation to be eligible for purposes of the
Canadian Millennium Scholarships, this determination should be on the basis of very stringent criteria." But, for
the Foundation to develop and apply criteria for accreditation purposes would entail substantial costs and delays
and would likely heighten concerns about the Foundation  entering areas of provincial jurisdiction.
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The matter becomes considerably less significant if the preferred allocation model for the General Awards, as
outlined in Section V, is adopted. In that case, all students -- whether in universities, community colleges, or
private career colleges -- would only become eligible in the second year of post-secondary studies. However, most
programs in private career colleges are less than a year in duration. Those programs longer than a year (which
cover about ten per cent of enrolment and which raise fewer questions about standards) would be eligible, if
approved under the CSLP.

Suggested Direction: With regard to the eligibility of post-secondary institutions, it is suggested that the
simple rule be eligibility for all institutions approved as eligible under the CSLP (with a similar rule to be
worked out with Quebec/NWT). If the preferred allocation model for the General Awards, outlined in
Section V, is not adopted, there is a stronger case for the Foundation to require stricter eligibility
standards, particularly for private career colleges or to defer eligibility of private career colleges until
designation or accreditation policies have developed further through provincial/federal discussions.

VIII.2  Eligibility According to Student Status

Three areas of student status will need clarification by the Foundation:

a) Differences in awards between full-time and part-time students

Section 27(1) of the Act states that the Foundation may grant scholarships to persons who "are enrolled at an
eligible institution as a full-time or part-time student". Part-time students should be eligible for the General
Awards but would be required to meet the criteria for need and merit. It was suggested earlier in this report that, if
the merit criterion is completion of one full year course load, a part-time student will need more than one year to
become eligible. For students who meet the criterion, the Foundation must define the minimum commitment of a
program load to be eligible for part-time status and the proportion of an award a part-time student receives. This
report does not attempt to specify these matters; in so far as possible, however, it is suggested that the criteria
developed through the Canada Student Loan Program should be used. With regard to the Exceptional Merit
Awards, several respondents said they should be held only by full-time students.

b) Distinction between undergraduate and graduate students

It is clear from the wording of the legislation that graduate students are not eligible; however, the distinction
between graduate and undergraduate is not always clear. One could use the distinction currently applied in
provinces, but it is not always uniform among provinces. Moreover, there are new developments related to post-
diploma programs in some community colleges that some observers now argue are similar in nature to graduate
programs in universities. This Report does not attempt to explore this matter: it simply notes that the Foundation
will need to have a mechanism for sorting the differences and drawing distinctions between undergraduate,
graduate and professional programs.

It should be noted that deep concerns were often expressed in the consultations about the exclusion of graduate
students from the CMS. It is a matter that the Foundation might wish to consider as it comments and advises on
student assistance in the future.

c) Maximum length of support and number and sequence of programs

The legislation stipulates a maximum of 32 months of support for a student in full-time studies. The Foundation
will need to specify more clearly what this means. Can a student receive support in only one program leading to
academic certification or can the student take a sequence of programs leading to more than one academic
certification? And at more than one institution? Here, too, a further setting out of the issues will be needed to assist
the Foundation in its decisions.
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Suggested Direction: Three topics related to eligibility arising from the academic status of students have
been noted as requiring further examination:
a) lines of distinction between full-time and part-time status and the effect on the value of awards;
b) lines of distinction to be drawn between undergraduate, graduate and professional program status;

and
c) effects on eligibility of timing and sequence of various types of academic programs.

IX.  IMPLEMENTATION

This Report has concentrated on general issues and options in developing the Foundation's programs. It has not
been the intention to examine specific matters of implementation, especially since many of those matters will
depend on the decisions the Foundation will be making on its preferred general directions. But aspects of
implementation were discussed in the sections on the allocation of awards.  A few further notes on implementation
made in the preparation of this Report will be recorded here.

1. Capacity for data analysis and research

The Foundation will need the capacity to analyze large data bases and to research implications of various policy
options in the provision of student assistance. Much of this capacity will come from being able to tap into current
work in provincial and federal governments, and, through these routes, the Foundation will avoid costly
investments in its own research infrastructure. But the large scale and novelty of the Foundation's programs and
the lack of a strong base of research on post-secondary education in Canada mean the Foundation will have to pay
some attention to developing its own expertise on this matter.

2. Renewal and phasing of awards

In many scholarship programs, awards are made at entry to a post-secondary institution and are renewable,
conditional on maintaining certain academic standards. The issue of phasing in the awards must be addressed
because the initial allocation will, in a sense, be largely tied up with the initial winners until they graduate and will
thus not be available for allocation in the next two or three years. The issue of phasing out becomes significant
before the end of the program because of the commitments for renewal that are outstanding.

In the case of the CMS, the legislation does not speak of renewal; rather it states: "Each scholarship  may be
granted for a period of not more than twelve months." Sec.30(1) "The total number of months of study in respect of
which scholarships may be granted to a person who is engaged in full-time studies is thirty-two months. The
months of study need not be consecutive." Sec.30(2)

Thus, there is not a special commitment to renewal. Each year is a separate competition, though a person might
hold awards repeatedly up to a maximum duration of thirty-two months of full-time study and up to a maximum
total value of the awards of $15,000.

3. Starting Date

Much interest and excitement -- particularly among students -- was expressed during my consultations about
getting the CMS under way as soon as possible. The financial needs of students are large and pressing.
Administrators of student awards warned of the challenges facing the implementation of such huge programs. Most
of those consulted thought it was feasible to launch the Foundation's programs in the year 2000, if agreements
could be concluded with the provinces early in 1999. Sufficient lead time is needed to define details of the awards,
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prepare and distribute brochures and other communication materials and to develop administrative systems for
handling the large volume of inquiries, notices, applications, data on needs assessments and payments.

Suggested Direction: This report does not examine many specific issues of implementation, but the
following several points are noted:
1) the Foundation will need to have an expertise in assembling or tapping into data sources and to have

some research capacity;
2) the issues of phasing the awards in and out are less serious than under many scholarship programs;

and
3) there is much interest by students in launching the programs as soon as possible and, if the necessary

provincial agreements are secured, a starting date in the year 2000 appears feasible.
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X.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following summary notes and suggested directions, that were highlighted in the text, constitute the major
conclusions of the Report.

Key guiding principles (Sec. II)

Three guiding principles are especially important and helpful for sifting the many options for programs of the
Foundation:

1) The Foundation’s work should be directed to assisting students -- who are in financial need and demonstrate
merit -- to access post-secondary education with less debt and to access it with wider choice in the location of
their studies.

2) The Foundation should endeavour to complement, not duplicate, provincial programs of student assistance
and to avoid complex and costly administrative processes.

3) The Foundation should design its programs in a fair and equitable manner, including by region and by type of
post-secondary institution.

Two types of awards (Sec. III)

It is suggested that there be two types of awards: at least 95% of the total value of the awards would be granted as
General Awards (GA) and the balance as Exceptional Merit Awards (EMA).

Criteria for General Awards (Sec. IV)

Predominant criterion (IV.1)
It is suggested that the predominant criterion for the General Awards should be evidence of financial need.

Use of provincially administered needs assessment criteria (IV.2)
For assessing financial need, it is suggested that principal reliance should be placed on  existing provincially
administered needs assessment criteria, though there are concerns about current imperfections in them. A process
of review and harmonization of the criteria is under way, and the Foundation will clearly have an interest in its
progress. With caution, the Foundation should also consider a route through which financial need can be
established, using current needs assessment processes but without requiring evidence of a Canada Student Loan or
a provincial loan.
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Special categories (IV.3)
In making the awards, important arguments have been advanced to recognize special categories of disadvantaged
students with financial needs not captured in the current needs assessment criteria. Also, important arguments have
been advanced to recognize special categories of students studying in areas regarded as especially important for
future employment needs. Many responses, on the other hand, pointed to the dangers of segmenting the CMS along
these lines, and that direction of thinking would seem to be the advisable one for the Foundation to take for the two
types of its major awards. Instead, the Foundation might wish to consider support for these categories through
private donations, without entering into active competition with post-secondary institutions in fund raising. An
earlier example of such an approach was the Special Corporate Awards under the Canada Scholarships Program.

Student debt and unmet need as targets (IV.4)
The General Awards, in providing a type of grant to substitute, in part at least, for loans, should help students to
finance their studies with less reliance on debt. The Awards can also help alleviate unmet need, though they should
not conflict with other measures, such as Canada Study Grants, that are being developed to assist groups
particularly affected by unmet need.

Combining merit with need (IV.5)
Several paths for combining merit with need have been suggested. One, based on a pro rata distribution of awards
among institutions, finds much favour. But the balance of advantages would seem to lie in some version of a path
based on acceptance to a post-secondary institution and evidence of accomplishment in completing successfully a
period of post-secondary studies and specified course load.

Allocation of General Awards (Sec.V)

Options for reconciling number of awards with available resources (V.2)
The number of students who meet minimum financial needs assessment criteria is about five times larger than the
number of $3,000 awards the Foundation can make. Four broad options must be explored:
A) raise the threshold level for assessed financial need;
B) decrease the average value of the award;
C) raise the academic merit requirement;
D) allotment through provincial/regional shares and/or institutional shares.

Choosing among the options (V.3)
Six key questions are suggested in the text as relevant for choosing among the options.
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One suggested combination of options (V.4)
Various options for allocating General Awards have been examined, and key questions in sifting the options have
been posed. There is no obvious best model for allocation. I have indicated a preferred combination of components
for the model, and have summarized two versions. Some tentative statistical estimates are reported in the
Appendix. Further work is needed on these estimates and on some alternative components that might be preferable.
Basic features of the proposed model are:

• a strong emphasis on the criterion of financial need;

• a fixed value of the Award at $3,000, paid in a manner that should largely integrate with existing
provincial/federal student assistance programs, that should help curb the growth of student debt and that
should provide some direct support for access to post-secondary studies;

• the idea of fair provincial/regional shares of the awards is introduced with the suggestion of a simple
determination of the shares according to population;

• the minimum level of merit is based on admission and successful completion of  courses. Two versions of this
component are suggested, and they differ depending on whether the awards begin in the first year or second
year of post-secondary studies and on whether the minimum course load requirement is 60% or normally a full
course load;

• a raising of the required threshold of assessed financial need to the level consistent with the Foundation's
limited resources;

• a fixed value award has a notch at the threshold. If the Foundation thinks it is important to reduce the size of
this discontinuity one or two steps of a partial award might be considered around the threshold;

• implementation of the awards will require working with provincial authorities on applying the criteria and on
ensuring a complementarity and integration with provincial programs.

Allocation of Exceptional Merit Awards (Sec.VI)

The allocation of Exceptional Merit Awards could be developed either through a decentralized approach via an
allotment to the adjudication processes of post-secondary institutions or through a centralized approach via
adjudication by a country wide body/committee, perhaps organized around regional bodies/committees. Both
approaches have attractive features.

The preferred choice suggested here is for a particular combination of decentralized and centralized approaches. Its
main features are:

• awards would be concentrated on students first entering post-secondary education and would have a value of
$3,000;

• secondary schools would receive an allotment of one to three awards, depending on size of school and would
make recommendations based on academic achievement, with attention given also to community service and
leadership qualities;

• a second round of awards, adjudicated by regional committees, would also be held and would be based on
materials submitted for first round award winners and on further materials, such as a short essay with a
particular theme each year;

 
• greatly limited in number, the second round award winners would receive a supplement to their first round

award (perhaps $2,000) – furthermore, a few top candidates might be drawn from the regional screenings for
greater public recognition across Canada;

• secondary schools would be asked to maintain a balance over time of candidates who plan to attend a
university and candidates who plan to attend a college, and the schools would be encouraged to welcome
applications from former students who did not proceed immediately to post-secondary studies. With regard to
the latter point, it might be desirable for the Foundation to keep a small pool of first round awards for
adjudication of students who might otherwise be overlooked because they did not proceed directly to post-
secondary studies.
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Broadening student choice in the location of studies (Sec.VII)

The legislation and the consultations make clear that the Foundation should ensure portability of its awards and
should assist with additional costs of student choice for study in another Canadian region or province or for study
for up to a year in another country. It is suggested a supplement for regional and international mobility be
established with a linkage to the need assessment process.

Issues of Eligibility (Sec.VIII)

With regard to the eligibility of post-secondary institutions, it is suggested that all institutions approved as eligible
under the CSLP would be eligible (with a similar rule to be worked out with Quebec/NWT). If the preferred
allocation model for the General Awards, as outlined in Section V, is not adopted, there is a stronger case for the
Foundation to require stricter eligibility standards, particularly for private career colleges, until designation or
accreditation policies have developed further through provincial/federal discussions.

Three topics related to eligibility arising from the academic status of students have been noted as requiring further
examination: a) lines of distinction between full-time and part-time status and the effect on the value of awards; b)
lines of distinction to be drawn between undergraduate, graduate and professional program status; and c) effects on
eligibility of timing and sequence of various types of academic programs.

Implementation (Sec. IX)
This report does not examine many specific issues of implementation, but the following points are noted:
1. the Foundation will need to have an expertise in assembling or tapping into data sources and to have some

research capacity;
2. issues of phasing the awards in and out are less serious than under many scholarship programs that have a

commitment for renewal;
3. there is much interest by students in launching the programs as soon as possible and a starting date in the year

2000 appears feasible, if the necessary provincial agreements are secured.
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APPENDIX

CANADA MILLENNIUM SCHOLARSHIPS
Allocation of General Awards

TABLE 1:

Table 1 identifies the overall distribution of students with assessed need as reported by CSLP and QSAP, with
some adjustments.

TABLE 2:

Table 2 is based on Model A (from year 2 of PSE studies) in which the eligibility begins in the second year of
post-secondary studies, after completion of first year according to CSLP requirement of completion of at least 60%
of a full course load.

Table 2 identifies the overall distribution of students with assessed need, excluding first year students as reported
through CSLP and QSAP, with some adjustments.

TABLE 3:

Table 3 is based on Model B (from year 1 of PSE studies) in which the eligibility begins in first year of post-
secondary studies with registration totaling a full course load.

For purposes of this model, and pending the completion of a study with a representative sample of PSE
institutions, it has been assumed that an overall average of 50% of students complete a full course load.

General Comments:

Additional information providing the details by year of study is also available.

In cases where data was incomplete or missing, estimates or proxies were used.

Tables were developed by the Canada Millennium Scholarship Transition Secretariat with support from the
Canada Student Loans Program.



NA - Overall Distribution
1996/97

TABLE 1

Allocation of CMS General Awards (based on 1996/97 Need Assessment)

Province--> YKN NWT

General:
Population 66.8        31.4        
Pop'n Share 0.22% 0.10%
Budget 635,254  298,608  
Scholarship $ 3,000      3,000      
# Scholarships 212         100         

NA Profile Parameters:
- Source:  CSLP Data 1996/97 Master File;  Need Assessment Reports provided by provinces, except for Quebec
- excludes MA and PhD
- includes privates
- CSLP and QSAP candidates only

Province
NA Profile: Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative

Up to $1,000 14,939 525,172 1,899     20,415   61          2,388     231        17,689   917        14,935   6,875       153,623   2,799      203,572  250        10,172   121        9,528     1,082     43,324   703        49,273   1             253         

$1,001 - 2,000 24,047 510,233 2,071     18,516   144        2,327     523        17,458   1,039     14,018   11,066     146,748   5,222      200,773  458        9,922     263        9,407     1,989     42,242   1,257     48,570   15           252         
$2,001 - 3,000 46,841 486,186 1,605     16,445   220        2,183     899        16,935   773        12,979   28,401     135,682   8,580      195,551  673        9,464     420        9,144     3,146     40,253   2,110     47,313   14           237         
$3,001 - 4,000 64,606 439,345 2,900     14,840   241        1,963     1,311     16,036   917        12,206   39,172     107,281   11,045    186,971  964        8,791     614        8,724     4,387     37,107   3,035     45,203   20           223         
$4,001 - 5,000 41,129 374,739 2,285     11,940   250        1,722     1,680     14,725   1,053     11,289   11,684     68,109     13,330    175,926  1,138     7,827     705        8,110     4,832     32,720   4,142     42,168   30           203         
$5,001 - 6,000 42,583 333,610 1,030     9,655     218        1,472     1,780     13,045   1,131     10,236   14,666     56,425     13,273    162,596  1,060     6,689     841        7,405     5,037     27,888   3,529     38,026   18           173         
$6,001 - 7,000 43,400 291,027 998        8,625     249        1,254     2,116     11,265   1,582     9,105     8,741       41,759     18,883    149,323  1,033     5,629     1,102     6,564     5,155     22,851   3,517     34,497   24           155         
$7,001 - 8,000 56,873 247,627 1,289     7,627     287        1,005     2,130     9,149     1,751     7,523     11,456     33,018     28,680    130,440  1,101     4,596     1,325     5,462     4,738     17,696   4,095     30,980   21           131         
$8,001 - 9,000 43,491 190,754 1,952     6,338     208        718        2,486     7,019     1,486     5,772     4,121       21,562     20,904    101,760  1,038     3,495     1,146     4,137     3,394     12,958   6,725     26,885   31           110         
$9,001 - 10,000 48,185 147,263 1,041     4,386     193        510        1,693     4,533     1,545     4,286     4,565       17,441     30,236    80,856    683        2,457     804        2,991     2,426     9,564     4,944     20,160   55           79           
Over $10,000 99,078 99,078 3,345     3,345     317        317        2,840     2,840     2,741     2,741     12,876     12,876     50,620    50,620    1,774     1,774     2,187     2,187     7,138     7,138     15,216   15,216   24           24           

Total 525,172 20,415   2,388     17,689   14,935   153,623   203,572  10,172   9,528     43,324   49,273   253         
* Quebec numbers are estimated;  Numbers for NWT are not available

Note:  -  In most cases assessed need was obtained from Need Assessment Report files
 -  Where Need Assessment Report files were missing, assessed need was based on the authorized amount of CSL;  AN = authorized CSL / 0.6.  Normally the CSL represents 60% of the assessed need up to maximum of $165/week
 -  Where assessed need is proxied, the level of unmet need would be uderrepresented
 -  Assessed need had to be proxied for applicants from NB, PEI, Nfld and Ykn due to the lack of Need Assessment Report files from those jurisdictions
 -  Some provinces had incomplete need assessment files and therefore the proxy criteria was applied
 -  Qc and NWT have opted out of the CSLP and are treated differently from other jurisdictions in this table.  Qc data is proxied on the basis of the information made public by the MEQ;  no data available for NWT
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Model A  (from Year 2 of PSE studies)
Overall distribution

Table 2

Allocation of CMS General Awards (based on 1996/97 Need Assement excluding 1st year students)

Province--> YKN NWT

General:
Population 66.8        31.4        
Pop'n Share 0.22% 0.10%
Budget 635,254  298,608  
Scholarship $ 3,000      3,000      
# Scholarships 212         100         

NA Profile Parameters:
- Source:  CSLP Data 1996/97 Master File;  Need Assessment Reports provided by provinces, except for Quebec
- 2nd year + students only (excludes all students enrolled in the first year of a program)
- excludes MA and PhD
- includes students attending private institutions
- CSLP and QSAP candidates only

Province
NA Profile: Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative

Up to $1,000 7,106 270,234 778        9,406     31          1,127     101        8,160     331        7,040     3,409     85,128   1,501     101,499 104        4,956     86          6,480     486        23,353   278        22,926   1             159         
$1,001 - 2,000 11,306 263,128 921        8,628     69          1,096     243        8,059     544        6,709     4,893     81,719   2,752     99,998   211        4,852     153        6,394     975        22,867   534        22,648   11           158         
$2,001 - 3,000 24,878 251,822 913        7,707     108        1,027     370        7,816     373        6,165     15,502   76,826   4,450     97,246   341        4,641     293        6,241     1,578     21,892   941        22,114   9             147         
$3,001 - 4,000 35,028 226,944 1,678     6,794     103        919        579        7,446     433        5,792     21,549   61,324   5,805     92,796   494        4,300     426        5,948     2,429     20,314   1,521     21,173   11           138         
$4,001 - 5,000 23,282 191,916 1,354     5,116     120        816        764        6,867     505        5,359     7,915     39,775   6,869     86,991   560        3,806     484        5,522     2,736     17,885   1,952     19,652   23           127         
$5,001 - 6,000 22,342 168,634 557        3,762     105        696        852        6,103     507        4,854     7,746     31,860   7,080     80,122   507        3,246     596        5,038     2,747     15,149   1,632     17,700   13           104         
$6,001 - 7,000 23,483 146,292 487        3,205     128        591        947        5,251     759        4,347     5,264     24,114   10,005   73,042   521        2,739     765        4,442     2,875     12,402   1,717     16,068   15           91           
$7,001 - 8,000 30,230 122,809 579        2,718     163        463        1,106     4,304     902        3,588     6,618     18,850   14,484   63,037   550        2,218     961        3,677     2,782     9,527     2,074     14,351   11           76           
$8,001 - 9,000 25,148 92,579 1,048     2,139     79          300        1,245     3,198     751        2,686     2,756     12,232   12,177   48,553   520        1,668     816        2,716     2,060     6,745     3,679     12,277   17           65           
$9,001 - 10,000 28,749 67,431 411        1,091     107        221        861        1,953     762        1,935     2,873     9,476     18,718   36,376   386        1,148     561        1,900     1,314     4,685     2,720     8,598     36           48           
Over $10,000 38,682 38,682 680        680        114        114        1,092     1,092     1,173     1,173     6,603     6,603     17,658   17,658   762        762        1,339     1,339     3,371     3,371     5,878     5,878     12           12           

Total 270,234 9,406     1,127     8,160     7,040     85,128   101,499 4,956     6,480     23,353   22,926   159         
* Quebec numbers are estimated;  Numbers for NWT are not available

Note:  -  In most cases assessed need was obtained from Need Assessment Report files
 -  Where Need Assessment Report files were missing, assessed need was based on the authorized amount of CSL;  AN = authorized CSL / 0.6.  Normally the CSL represents 60% of the assessed need up to maximum of $165/week
 -  Where assessed need is proxied, the level of unmet need would be uderrepresented
 -  Assessed need had to be proxied for applicants from NB, PEI, Nfld and Ykn due to the lack of Need Assessment Report files from those jurisdictions
 -  Some provinces had incomplete need assessment files and therefore the proxy criteria was applied
 -  Qc and NWT have opted out of the CSLP and are treated differently from other jurisdictions in this table.  Qc data is proxied on the basis of the information made public by the MEQ;  no data available for NWT
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Model B (from Year 1 of PSE studies)
Overall Distribution

Table 3

Allocation of CMS General Awards (based on 1996/97 Need Assement)

Province--> YKN NWT

General:
Population 66.8        31.4        
Pop'n Share 0.22% 0.10%
Budget 635,254  298,608  
Scholarship $ 3,000      3,000      
# Scholarships 212         100         

NA Profile Parameters:
- Source:  CSLP Data 1996/97 Master File;  Need Assessment Reports provided by provinces, except for Quebec
- excludes MA and PhD
- includes students attending private institutions
- CSLP and QSAP candidates only
- assumes that overall, 50% of students complete 100% of a full course load

Province
NA Profile: Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative

Up to $1,000 5.513 203.170 609 7.017 25 910 84 6.767 319 5.772 2.639 61.390 1.075 77.847 90 3.878 53 4.277 379 16.759 240 18.449 0 104

$1,001 - 2,000 8.915 197.657 729 6.408 54 885 198 6.684 403 5.452 4.087 58.751 1.980 76.772 169 3.788 111 4.224 727 16.380 450 18.209 6 104

$2,001 - 3,000 18.195 188.742 590 5.679 81 831 328 6.485 298 5.049 11.286 54.663 3.235 74.791 254 3.619 190 4.113 1.158 15.654 770 17.759 6 98

$3,001 - 4,000 25.289 170.548 1.026 5.089 88 751 485 6.158 345 4.751 15.611 43.378 4.222 71.557 371 3.365 283 3.923 1.688 14.496 1.162 16.990 9 91
$4,001 - 5,000 16.304 145.259 865 4.063 95 663 635 5.673 406 4.406 5.059 27.767 5.028 67.335 438 2.995 326 3.640 1.899 12.808 1.541 15.828 13 83

$5,001 - 6,000 16.519 128.955 366 3.198 86 568 686 5.038 430 4.000 5.758 22.708 5.124 62.307 404 2.557 379 3.314 1.948 10.910 1.333 14.287 7 70

$6,001 - 7,000 16.910 112.436 343 2.831 97 482 794 4.352 626 3.571 3.606 16.950 7.201 57.183 406 2.153 497 2.935 1.992 8.961 1.340 12.954 10 63

$7,001 - 8,000 21.964 95.526 430 2.489 117 386 848 3.558 700 2.945 4.651 13.344 10.667 49.982 423 1.747 611 2.438 1.942 6.970 1.569 11.614 7 53

$8,001 - 9,000 17.943 73.562 739 2.059 75 269 999 2.710 590 2.245 1.774 8.693 8.711 39.316 404 1.325 535 1.827 1.419 5.028 2.686 10.044 13 46

$9,001 - 10,000 20.711 55.620 367 1.320 83 194 696 1.711 627 1.656 1.918 6.919 13.353 30.605 284 921 366 1.293 976 3.609 2.019 7.359 24 33
Over $10,000 34.909 34.909 953 953 111 111 1.015 1.015 1.029 1.029 5.002 5.002 17.252 17.252 636 636 927 927 2.634 2.634 5.340 5.340 10 10

Total 203.170 7.017 910 6.767 5.772 61.390 77.847 3.878 4.277 16.759 18.449 104
* Quebec numbers are estimated;  Numbers for NWT are not available

Note:  -  In most cases assessed need was obtained from Need Assessment Report files
 -  Where Need Assessment Report files were missing, assessed need was based on the authorized amount of CSL;  AN = authorized CSL / 0.6.  Normally the CSL represents 60% of the assessed need up to maximum of $165/week
 -  Where assessed need is proxied, the level of unmet need would be uderrepresented
 -  Assessed need had to be proxied for applicants from NB, PEI, Nfld and Ykn due to the lack of Need Assessment Report files from those jurisdictions
 -  Some provinces had incomplete need assessment files and therefore the proxy criteria was applied
 -  Qc and NWT have opted out of the CSLP and are treated differently from other jurisdictions in this table.  Qc data is proxied on the basis of the information made public by the MEQ;  no data available for NWT
 -  This scenario is based on assumptions only;  it is not supported by any empirical data and ratios are purely hypothetical; further research and analysis is required to confirm the impact on the model

CANADA NFLD PEI NS NB QC ONT MAN SSK ALTA BC

29,969.1                 571.7                      136.7                                            943.2 762.0                      7,388.0                      11,258.4                    1,140.4                   1,019.6                   2,793.3                   3,857.6                   
100.00% 1.91% 0.46% 3.15% 2.54% 24.65% 37.57% 3.81% 3.40% 9.32% 12.87%

285,000,000           5,436,750               1,299,989               8,969,639               7,246,464               70,258,366                107,065,077              10,844,970             9,696,187               26,563,711             36,684,986             
3,000                      3,000                      3,000                      3,000                      3,000                      3,000                         3,000                         3,000                      3,000                      3,000                      3,000                      

95,000                    1,812                      433                         2,990                      2,415                      23,419                       35,688                       3,615                      3,232                      8,855                      12,228                    

CANADA NFLD PEI NS NB QC* ONT MAN SSK ALTA BC YKN
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